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DEBORAH LANE BERRIER. A Simulation Study of Variable Selection in 
Linear Regression for Prediction. (Under the direction of CHAN 
F. LAM) 
Linear regression analysis often involves considering a large 
number of potential variables of which only a subset are actually 
used in the regression equation. Many techniques for selecting 
subsets of variables for regression have been proposed and used. 
The efficiency of such techniques has been studied. However, no 
comprehensive comparison of the various regression procedures is 
available. 
The purpose of this study is to use simulated data to evaluate 
the predictive ability of the regression models generated by various 
variable selection techniques. The variable selection techniques 
considered are all possible regressions criteria (Akaikets information 
criterion, Sawa's Bayesian information criterion, Mallows' C statistic, 
the mean square error of prediction, Amemiya's prediction criterion, 
Schwarz's criterion, Hocking's S statistic, the F statistic, the coefficient 
of multiple determination), stepwise regression based on the F 
statistic with a ranging from .01 to .15, and a recently proposed two-
stage procedure based on repeated stepwise regression with various 
a levels. 
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Seventy SIX experimental conditions, which vary in the number 
of observations (12 and 25), the number of potential predictor 
variables (5-50), the vector of regression coefficents (2 and 6 
coefficients), the variance of the error term (1 and .25), and the level 
of correlation among the predictor variables (0-.8), are considered. 
Four different measures are used to compare the "predictive 
ability" of the varible selection techniques. One of these measures, 
orginal to this study, involves predicting another sample from the 
same underlying distribution as the orginal sample. Results based on 
this new and more realistic measure are often but not always 
consistent with those from the previously used measures of 
predictive ability. 
Repeated measures analyses of varIance (with the variable 
selection criteria as the repeated measure) and Tukey's studentized 
range tests of all possible pairwise' comparisions are used to assess 
differences in the mean values of the measures of predictive ability 
among the variable selection criteria within each of six combinations 
of number of observations, n; and number of potential predictor 
variables, p. These tests result in the following conclusions. 
In cases where n is larger than p, all the criteria perform 
equally well with the exception of the F statistic, the coefficient of 
multiple determination and stepwise regression with ex; = .01, all of 
) 
which performed significantly worse than the other criteria. 
In situations where nand p are close to the same size, most of 
the all possible regressions criteria perform well.. Sawa's Bayesian 
information criterion and Schwartz's criterion in particular, perform 
"veIl in the experimental conditions considered. 
IV 
When p is larger than n, the all possible regressIons approach is 
not applicable. In this situation the two-stage critetia perform well; 
however, never statistically better than at least one of the stepwise 
criterion. 
In all situations considered but particularily when p is larger 
than n, the performance of the stepwise regression criteria was 
erratic and very sensitive to the Cl level employed. This was also 
true of the two-stage procedure, where both stages are based on 
stepwise regression criteria. Exploration of the performance of the 
two-stage approach with the second stage based on all possible 
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CHAPTER I 
INTRODUCfION 
Linear regressIon analysis, which utilizes the relationships 
among quantitative variables so that one variable can be predicted 
from the others, is one of the most commonly used statistical tools. 
The development of high speed digital computers and the availability 
of software packages have made regression analysis accessible to 
users in all disciplines. As Hocking [26] pointed out in his review of 
linear regression methodology, the importance and wide applicability 
of regression analysis is attested to by the recent proliferation of 
textbooks devoted to this topic [5] [12] [15] [21] [45]. 
The main part of any regression analysis is the development of 
an equation which relates one variable, called the response or 
dependent variable, to another set of variables, referred to as 
predictor or independent variables. While the exact form of the 
regression function may be known for some applications in the 
physical sciences, and theory may dictate the form of the equation to 
be tested in other cases, these situations are most often the exception 
rather than the rule. More commonly, uncertainity exists not only 
about the form of the relation, but about which variables provide 
useful information. This is always the case when data has been 
collected in what Box [10] describes as an "unplanned experiment". 
In these situtations the data must It speak for itself' in suggesting 
potential model specifications. This process is usually known as 
empirical model building. 
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Empirical model building, especially in a biomedical 
environment, often involves considering a large number of potential 
predictor variables, some of which may be transformations of other 
variables. The parsimonious use of these potential predictor 
variables is generally accepted as desirable for the following reasons. 
Some of the variables may be completely irrelevant to the problem, 
while others may possess little or no additional explanatory value in 
the presence of other variables. Models with many variables result 
in large prediction variances [ 42], as well as statistical and 
computational instability in the presence of multicollinearity among 
the variables [4]. In addition, models with many variables may be 
difficult to interpret, difficult and costly to maintain or both. Thus, 
there exists a need for techniques to screen the potential predictor 
variables and select a subset of them. 
Many techniques for this purpose, commonly referred to as 
variable selection methods, have been presented in the statistical 
literature. However, evaluating the usefulness of the various 
variable selection techniques for prediction 1S somewhat 
problematical. Progress has been made in determining the 
mathematical properties of some of the methods, but as Hocking [25] 
pointed out, a rigorous mathematical treatment of most of the 
variable selection methods is difficult. Furthermore, Hocking 
3 
suggested such rIgorous mathematical analysis is not necessary as 
the value of any particular variable selection technique can only be 
determined by its performance in practice. To avoid the problems 
associated with real data, he recommended assessing the value of the· 
various variable selection methods through the use of simulated data 
whose characteristics are known. 
Although several simulation studies involving some aspect of 
variable selection have been reported in the statistical literature [8] 
[9] [14] [23] [36], none of these investigations consider a wide variety 
of variable selection techniques under a wide range of real world 
conditions, such as having a very large number of potential predictor 
variables. This study attempts to fill this gap and perhaps provide 
regression analysis practitioners with useful information about which 
variable selection techniques might provide the best prediction in 
various real world situations. 
CHAPl'ER II 
BACKGROUND 
2.1. The Regression Model 
Regression analysis uses the relationship among the variables 
In a set of data to develop an equation which predicts one variable 
(the response variable) from the value of the other variables (the 
predictor variables). In this study, it is assumed that there are 
available n observations on the response variable Y, denoted Yi , 1 = 
1, 2, ... , n; and n associated observations on the p predictor 
variables Xl' X2, · · ., Xp' denoted XiI' Xi2, · .. ,Xip' i = 1, 2, ... , n · 
Some of these predictor variables may be the transformations of 
other predictor variables. An equation of the form 
Y. = ~o + ~IX'1 + · .. + ~ X. + e. 
I p Ip 1 
(2.1 ) 
relates the response variable Y to the predictor variables Xl' X2, • • • , 
X and an error term £. This equation is assumed to be linear in the p 
p+ 1 parameters f3 o' 131' · · · , I3p ' where 13 0 represents the intercept 
term and 13 1, 132 , ... ,J3 p are the regression coefficients associated with 
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the predictor variables Xl' X2 , •.. ,Xp. In some cases, the intercept 
term ~o is left out of Equation 2.1 and this is referred to as the no 
intercept regression model. Unless stated otherwise, throughout the 
discussion in this chapter and later chapters the regression model 
with intercept as given in Equation 2.1 is assumed. 
In matrix terms, the model can be written as 
y - X~ + £ (2.2) 
where Y is the n x 1 vector of responses, X is the n x (p+ 1) matrix of 
predictor variables whose first column consists of 1 's corresponding 
to the intercept term, e is the n x 1 vector of error terms, and ~ is the 
(p+l) x 1 vector of unknown parameters. 
The object of most linear regression analyses is to estimate the 
parameters f3 = [13 0 , (31' · · · , J3pJ f by means of b = [bo' b l' . . . , bpJ'. The 
estimate of the regression coefficients b is most often made using the 
method of least squares in which bo' b I , ... , bp are obtained from 
Y. = bo + b1X' 1 + · .. + h. X. + e. 1 1 Ip Ip 1 (2.3) 
with 
In this study, it is assumed that the purpose of Equation 2.3 is to 
predict the response Y associated with a given point x = [Xl' x2 , ... , 
6 
Xp]'; thus the main consideration is accurate prediction rather than 
the estimation of the vector of regression coefficients b. The n-
dimensional vectors, Xl' X2, .• _, Xp are assumed to be independent In 
an algebraic sense; i.e. the matrix of predictor variables is assumed to 
be of full column rank. Also the error terms, the £i's, are assumed to 
to jointly distributed as N(O, 0'21), i.e. normal with mean vector zero 
and covariance matrix 0"21. This covariance structure implies the 
errors are uncorrelated and have equal variances. 
U sing the model described above, the i-th response IS 
estimated by 
i = 1, 2, ... , p 
The i-th residual IS defined as 
1\ 
e. = Y. - Y. 
1 1 1 
(2.5) 
(2.6) 
and the sum of squared residuals (SSE), also known as the residual 
sum of squares or error sum of squares is given by 
SSE = ! ei (2.7) 
i= 1 
If the mean of the n observations on the response variable is 
denoted by Y, the total sum of squares (SST) of deviations from that 
mean is given by 
SST = ~ ( y. _ Y. )2 L 1 1 
i= 1 
The regressIon sum of squares (SSR) IS then 
SSR = SST - SSE 
error (MSE) which is defined by 
MSE = _S,;;,.,...;;;S __ E_ 
(n-p-l) 





In well understood situations where physical laws and theories 
come into play, the choice of variables to be included in a regressIon 
analysis may be straightforward. Perhaps more commonly, 
investigators often start by measuring everything they think might 
possibly be relevant and then let the data "speak for itself' in 
identifying important variables and forms of the relationship. In any 
case, it is hoped that the assembled set of p predictor variables is 
extensive enough to include all those variables which influence the 
response variable Y. To be so inclusive, this set often contains 
useless variables or variables whose value is minimal in the presence 
of other predictor variables. Such predictor variables have 
regression coefficients that are equal to or very close to zero and 
should be removed from the model specified in Equations 2.1 and 
2.2. The problem is to determine which subset of the potential 
predictor variables should be retained in the regression equation. 
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The issue of selecting the appropriate subset of variables in the 
context of linear regression has received considerable attention in 
the statistical literature. As early as 1940, Hotelling [27] proposed a 
variable selection criteria based on the sample correlation of the 
potential predictor variables with the response variable. In the 
years since, two basic approaches to variable selection have been 
developed.. One approach, generally known as the stepping selection 
approach, consists of sequentially adding and/or deleting one 
predictor variable at a time [5] [12] [15]. The other approach, often 
called all possible regressions, involves calculating the regression 
model for every possible subset of potential predictor variables, i.e. 
2P regression models [5] [12] [15]. 
2.2.1 The Stepping Selection Approach 
In 1960, Efroymson [16] first presented a method for bringing 
in (or possibly deleting) one predictor variable at a time until all the 
predictor variables are in the regression model or some termination 
condition is reached. This stepping procedure and. variations on it 
are still widely used in standard computer programs for regression 
analysis. Termination of the stepping selection approaches, 
sometimes called the stopping rule or criterion, is most commonly 
based on an F statistic. The F statistic is related to the general 
problem of variable selection in the following way as discussed In 
Gunst and Mason [22]. 
9 
If only k predictor variables should be retained in Equation 2.2, 
then r = p - k predictor variables should not be included, and 
Equation 2.2 can be partitioned as 
where X k consists of the n values of the k predictor variables 
retained in the model and X r consists of the n values of the r 
(2.11 ) 
variables removed from the model. The vector of l's for the 
intercept term (if in the original model) can be included in either X k 
or X r , although it is customarily retained in X k , and this convention 
will be followed throughout this chapter. 
If the vector of regression coefficients IS partitioned in the 
same manner and the r variables really do not assist in predicting 
the response, then l3 r = 0 and the true model can be written as 
(2.12 ) 
When SSR and MSE are as given in Equations 2.9 and 2.10, i.e. 
from the least squares fit of the model containing all the predictor 
variables (often called the "full" model); and SSRk is the regression 
sum of squares from the least squares fit of the k variables in 
Equation 2.12, the hypothesis Ho: f3 r = 0 vs HA : J3 r =1= 0 can be tested 
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using the following F statistic 
( SSR - SSI\) I r 
F= MSE - (2.13 ) 
When Ho is true, this statistic follows an F distribution with rand (n-
p-I) degrees of freedom. In the context of the stepping methods of 
variable selection, an F statistic is applied in two basic techniques 
known as forward selection and backward elimination. A third 
method which uses elements of both basic techniques is called the 
stepwise regression procedure. 
The forward selection method adds predictor variables to the 
regressIon model one at a time. At each step the predictor variable 
which causes the largest decrease in SSEk (the error sum of squares 
of the model containing k predictor variables) is added to the 
previously chosen subset of variables until the addition of the next 
variable does not reduce SSEk sufficiently to be included in the 
model. The test of whether SSEk is reduced sufficiently is most 
commonly based on an F statistic similiar to the one given in 
Equation 2.13. The variable, Xj , which leads to the largest reduction 
in SSEk is also the variable with the largest statistic 
( SSEk - SSEk + 10) ) I r 
F j = MSEk+l(j) 
(2.14 ) 
where SSEk+l (j) is the error sum of squares of the model containing 
Xj and the same k variables as In the previous step, and MSEk + 1 (j) = 
SSEk+l (j)/n-k-2. This statistic follows an F distribution with 1 and 
1 1 
(n-k-2) degrees of freedom. Thus for any prespecified significance 
level (l, if Fj is greater than F 1_a (l, n-k-2) the predictor variable Xj is 
added to the regression model and the process continues. Otherwise, 
the process is terminated with the model containing the k predictor 
variables selected in the previous step. 
In contrast, the backward elimination method starts with all 
the predictor variables in the regression model and considers 
deleting them one at a time. The variable considered for elimination 
at each step is the one that causes the smallest increase in SSEk " This 







) / r 
F j - MSE (2.15) 
where SSEk _1 (j) is the error sum of squares containing all k variables 
except Xj and MSE is as given in Equation 2.10, i.e. from the full 
model. If for some prescribed significance level (l, the smallest Fj IS 
less than F 1_a (1,n-p-1) the corresponding variable Xj is removed and 
the process continues, otherwise termination occurs with k variables 
left in the model. 
Mantel [31] and others have argued for USIng the backward 
elimination procedure over the forward selection method based on 
the facts it starts with the "best" prediction equation including all the 
predictor variables and uses the "best" estimate of a 2 by continuing 
to use the MSE based on the model with all the predictor variables. 
However, as the maximum number of predictor variables which can 
be in the regression model is n-l, it is not possible to use the 
1 2 
backward elimination technique when p, the number of potential 
predictor variables, IS larger than n, the number of observations. In 
addition, both the forward selection and backward elimination 
methods reveal only one subset of predictor variables of each size 
(Le. one subset with one variable, one subset with two variables, 
etc.), which may not necessarily be the "best" (in some sense) subset 
of that size. 
In the stepwise regression procedure, variables are added one 
at a time during each step as in forward selection. However, similiar 
to backward elimination, after each addition of a variable, all of the 
variables now choosen are considered for possible elimination from 
the model. A predictor variable is added to the model if its F 
statistic, calculated using Equation 2.14, is the largest and exceeds 
F l_a(l,n-k-2). Then every predictor variable already in the model IS 
again evaluated and eliminated from the model if its F statistic, still 
calculated using Equation 2.14, is the smallest and does not exceed 
F l_a(l,n-k-2). This continues until the selection criteria are not met 
or all p variables are in the model. 
The chief advantage of the stepwise regressIon procedure over 
the forward selection and backward elimination methods is it ignores 
the order of entry of the predictor variables and reconsiders the 
importance of each predictor variable in the subset at each step of 
the procedure. For this reason, the stepwise regression procedure IS 
often recommended as the stepping selection procedure of choice 
[15] [21]. 
The main advantage of all the stepping selection procedures is 
they require the evaluation of a much smaller number of regression 
1 3 
models than the 2P involved in the all possible regressions approach. 
However, the subsets revealed by the stepping selection procedures 
are not guaranteed to be the "best" (in some sense) subset of that 
size. Such an assertion can only be made by considering all the 2P 
possible subsets, which is the other general approach to the problem 
of variable selection in linear regression. 
2.2.2 The All Possible Regressions Approach 
An obstacle to the all possible regressIons approach to variable 
selection has been the question of computational feasibility, 
particularily if the number of potential predictor variables was large. 
The development of improved computational techniques [7] [17] [18] 
[19] [31] and increased computer capabilities have greatly reduced 
this problem. The question then becomes which criterion should be 
used to select the "best" prediction equation from among all the 2P 
regression equations. 
Numerous criteria for this purpose have been proposed in the 
statistical literature. Most of these criteria are functions of the error 
sum of squares, SSEk , for the "reduced" model containing k variables 
(and an intercept term) as given by Equation 2.12. 
One the most widely used criterion for variable selection is R2, 
the coefficient of determination which is defined as 
14 
2 SSEk 
R -k - 1 - SST (2.16) 
The coefficient of determination, which represents the proportion of 
the variability of Y explained by the variables in the model under 
consideration, has often been considered a measure of the goodness 
of fit of a regression model. Since SSEk can not increase as variables 
are added to the model, R2 will always achieve its maximum when all 
p variables are included in the regression model. Thus if R2 is to be 
used as a variable selection criterion, some subjective rule must be 
used to determine when the increase in R2 achieved by including 
another variable does not compensate for the loss of a degree of 
freedom due to adding that variable. 
To overcome the subjectivity involved in using R2 for variable 
selection, an adjustment for degrees of freedom has been made in 
another statistic, the adjusted coefficient of determination, adj R2, 
which is defined by 
. 2 SSEk / (n-k) 
adJ Rk = 1 - SST! (n-l) (2.17) 
This statistic may achieve a maximum for a model containing less 
than p variables. This is equivalent to selecting the model with the 
smallest mean square error, i.e. MSEk = SSEk / (n-k-1), since the 
denominator in adj R2 does not change with the variables selected. 
Another criterion that has been suggested for all possible 
regressions variable selction is to choose the subset of variables 
which maximizes the F statistic 
1 5 
( SST - SSE
k 






This criterion IS not as commonly used as those previously discussed, 
perhaps because it tends to select models containing fewer variables. 
In 1966, Mallows [32] introduced the statistic (commonly 
known as Mallow's Cp statistic) 
SSE
k 
Ck = MSE - n + 2k + 2 (2.19) 
This statistic is a function of the error sum of squares of both the 
reduced and the full models. A model with small bias is expected to 
yield a Ck statistic about equal to the number of variables, k, 
associated with the model. The Ck statistic will reach a minimum for 
one of the all possible regressions models. The Ck statistic and its 
properties have been discussed by Daniel and Wood [12], Gorman 
and Toman [20], Hocking [25], Mallows [33], and others. 
Numerous other variable selection criteria that can be 
minimized over the set of all possible regressIons have been 
proposed. Hocking [25] suggested the statistic 
S = MSEk 
k n-k-2 
(2.20) 
for this purpose. This Sk statistic is a part of another criterion, the 
estimated mean square error of prediction assuming both the 
response variable and the predictor variables are multivariate 
1 6 
normal, which IS defined as 
GMSEP = (_s_k(_n_+_l)_(_n-_2_) 1 [MSEk(n+l)(n-2)) 
k n) n(n-k-2) 
(2.21) 
The GMSEPk statistic is discussed by Stein [41] and Darlington [13]. 
Another variable selection criterion is Jk, the estimated mean 
square error of prediction for each model selected assuming that the 
values of the regressors are fixed and that the model is correct, 
which is given by 
(n+k+l) MSE
k J = 
k n (2.22) 
This statistic has been called the final prediction error, FPE, by 
Akaike [1]. Amemiya [6] suggested a variation on Jk , which he called 
the prediction criteria, PC, defined as 
(2.23) 
Since nlSST is a constant, Jk and PCk will always reach a mInImum 
for the same subset of predictor variables. 
Several individuals have developed so called "information" 
criteria which incorporate both a measure of the precision of the 
estimation and a penalty for the number of variables in the model. 
These criteria include Akaike's information criterion [1] [2], AIC, 
defined as 
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lSSE I AICk = (n) In n k) + 2k + 2 (2.24 ) 
and Schwartz's [39] SBC statistic, given by 
lSSE 1 SBCk = (n) In n k) + (k+l) In (n) (2.25) 
as well as Sawa's Bayesian information criterion [38], BIC, defined by 
where 
lSSE I BICk = (n) In n k) + 2(k+3)q - 2q2 
q= 






Another selection criterion introduced by Allen [4] [5] involves 
deleting one observation at a time and fitting all possible regression 
models to this diminished data set. This is done for all observations. 
If y/j) denotes the i th predicted response when a given model is 
used with the jth observation deleted from the data set, then for the 




This statistic will reach a mInimum for one of the all possible 
regression models. This criterion is considerably more demanding 
computationally than any of the other all possible regressions criteria 
in that it requires the calculation of n X 2P regression models. 
The criteria mentioned above are discussed in much greater 
detail in the review articles by Hocking [25], Thompson [42] [43], and 
Judge et al. [29]. 
2.3 Evaluation of Variable Selection Criteria 
As the previous discussion demonstrates, many variable 
selection criteria have been proposed. However, evaluation of the 
usefulness of these various variable selection criteria for prediction 
is somewhat problematical. Progress has been made in determining 
the mathematical properties of some of the techniques [12] [20] [33], 
but as Hocking [25] pointed out, a· rigorous mathematical treatment 
of most of the variable selection criteria is difficult. Furthermore, 
Hocking suggested such rigorous mathematical analysis is not 
necessary as the value of any particular variable selection technique 
can only be determined by its performance in practice. To avoid the 
problems associated with real data, he recommended assessing the 
value of variable selection criteria through the use of simulated data 
whose characteristics are known. Several such simulation studies 
involving some aspect of variable selection have been reported in the 
statistical literature. 
In one simulation study, Dempster, Schatzoff, and Wermuth 
[14] compared ordinary least squares regression to 56 alternatives 
such as ridge regression and principle components analysis. These 
alternatives also included the forward selection and backward 
elimination procedures with different significance levels for 
variables to enter and leave the model. They generated 160 
different factorial models each having six regression coefficients to 
estimate. Each model was replicated only once. The two criteria 
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they used to measure the deviation of an estimated vector b from its 
true value a were the sum of errors of the betas, SEB, defined as 
SEB = ( b -13)' (b - [3) (2.29) 
cr 
and the sum of prediction errors~ SPE, defined as 
SPE = (b - ~ )t X'X ( ~_~ 
0' 
(2.30) 
Their results showed that the relative accuracy of both the forward 
selection and backward elimination procedures was erratic in 
relation to the significance levels adopted. 
Bendall and Afifi [8] used simulated data to study eight 
alternative stopping rules for the forward selection procedure. They 
used as their basis of comparison the unconditional mean square 
error~ UMSE, defined as 
2 
UMSE = (n - n - 2) 2 




where 0' Y/X(k) is the conditional varIance of Y gIven the subset of k 
variables selected from p variables. The stopping rules employed 
involved Mallows C statistic, various F statistics, the adjusted R 
2
, and 
the sample estimate of UMSE. The level of correlation among the 
potential predictor variables was varied to form 48 different 
population correlation matrices. They also used different levels of 
what they called the degrees of freedom, the number of potential 
predictor variables p minus the number of observations n. In their 
study, the degrees of freedom ranged from 5 to 80, and each model 
was replicated 99 times. They found the number of degrees of 
freedom was the only factor to appreciably affect the performance of 
the various stopping rules, with most of the stopping rules 
performing quite well when the number of degrees of freedom was 
40 or more and quite poorly when it was 10 or less. As Hocking [25] 
noted, these results were based on considering just the subsets 
revealed by the forward selection algorithm and could well have 
been different if all possible subsets were evaluated. 
In a study using both real and simulated data, Berk [9] 
compared the performance of both the sequential forward selection 
and backward elimination procedures (which do not necessarily find 
the minimum residual sum of squares for each size subset) to the all 
possible subsets regression procedure (which will find the minimum 
residual sum of squares for each size subset). He applied these three 
procedures to nine real data sets where n varied from 13 to 541 and 
p ranged from 4 to 15. To avoid the issue of stopping rules (choice of 
subset size), he compared the methods at each subset size up to the 
total number of predictor variables. In the simulation part of his 
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study, he used the correlation matrix of each of the nIne real data 
sets as a population correlation matrix to generate 25 samples with 
the same degrees of freedom as the original data and applied the 
three procedures. The average of the population residual variances 
over the 25 samples was used to compare the procedures at each 
subset size. His results showed that the all possible subset 
regressions only occassionally found "better" (smaller residual sum of 
squares) subsets than either the sequential foward selection or 
backward elimination procedures, particularily for the simulated 
data. The only exception to this was the case where several 
predictor variables do very well together but poorly alone, thus 
making it unlikely these predictor variables would be selected 
individually in the sequential procedures. 
One of the most widely used criterion for variable selection and 
measure of the goodness of fit of a regression model is R2, the 
coefficient of multiple determination. Rencher and Pun [36] used 
simulated data to investigate the inflation of the expected value of R2 
when subset selection is used in regression. They applied the 
stepwise procedure to the null case of independence of the response 
variable and the predictor variables, i.e. they fit "noise" when the 
true vector of regression coefficients p = o. Consideration was gIven 
to a wide range of number of observations n, and number of 
potential predictor variables p, with special allowance made for the 
situation where p exceeds ll. When the predictor variables were 
uncorrelated, they discovered large increases in the average value of 
R 2 for the models developed using the stepwise selection procedure, 
particularily when there were more predictors than observations. 
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They also found the inflation of R 
2 
was somewhat lessened when the 
predictor variables were correlated. 
More recently, Hashimoto et al. [23] studied the characteristics 
of nine information criteria used for the selection of regression 
models. The criteria considered were Mallows C statistic, the F 
statistic, Allen's PRESS statistic, Akaike's information criterion, 
Schwarz's criterion, Sawa's Bayesian information criterion and 
variations on these. The nine statistics were only calculated for 
eleven predetermined subsets which included from 1 to 6 variables 
and so their procedure did not correspond to either the stepwise or 
all possible regressions approach to variable selection. Trials were 
replicated one hundred times under ninety conditions which differed 
in the number of replicated observations, the variance of the error 
term, and the level of correlation among the predictor variables. The 
model used in generating the replications always contained four 
variables and the number of observations was constant at thirty two. 
Their measure of performance was the frequency with which each 
information criterion selected the generating subset from among the 
eleven predetermined subsets considered. Most of the nine criteria 
considered selected the generating subset of variables about sixty 
percent of the time. However, the F statistic and Schwartz's criterion 
performed consistently better, selecting the correct subset with ninty 
percent or better accuracy under most of the different conditions. 
None of the studies described above compared both stepping 
and all possible regressions variable selection criteria when they are 
used to select a specific "best" subset of predictor variables, which IS 
how these criteria are most commonly used in the real world. In 
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addition, only one of these studies, which just considered the 
inflation of R2 when fitting noise using stepwise regression, examined 
a wide range of number of observations and number of potential 
predictor variables, including the real world situation where the 
number of potential predictors is large relative to the number of 
observations. The objective of this study is to fill this gap by 
evaluating and comparing variable selection criteria from the 
stepwise, the all possible regressions, and a newly proposed two-




3.1 The Variable Selection Criteria Considered 
The variable selection criteria considered in this study include 
procedures from both the all possible regressions and the stepping 
approaches to variable selection. Also included among the criteria 
compared in this study is a recently proposed two-stage variable 
selection method. The specific criteria considered within these 
approaches and a description of the two-stage variable selection 
method are given below. 
3.1.1 All Possible Regressions Criteria 
Several of the all possible subsets criteria discussed in Chapter 
II were not included as part of this study; namely the adjusted R2 
statistic, the final prediction error criterion FPE (also known as the J 
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statistic), and Allen's PRESS statistic. The adjusted R2 statistic was 
not considered after preliminary investigations showed that this 
statistic often reached a maximum only when all the potential 
predictor variables were included in the model. The FPE criterion 
differs from the PC statistic, which was included in the study, only by 
a constant multiple; therefore these two criteria always reach a 
minimum for the same subset of predictor variables and are 
equivalent. Allen's PRESS statistic was eliminated from consideration 
as being too computationally intensive because it requires the 
calulation of n x 2P regression models. 
The all possible regressions variable selection criteria 
considered in this study were based on nine statistics which were 
designated as follows: 
AIC - Akaike's information criterion (2.24) 
BIC - Sawa's Bayesian information criterion (2.26) 
cP- Mallows' C Statistic (2.19) 
GMS - Mean square error of prediction (2.21) 
PC - Amemiya's prediction criterion (2.23) 
SBC - Schwarz's criterion (2.25) 
SP - Hocking's S statistic (2.20) 
FST- F statistic (2.18) 
RSQ - R2, coefficient of multiple determination (2.16) 
All of these statistics are functions of SSE, the error sum of 
squares of the reduced model, and are defined by the given 
equations. 
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The first eight of these criteria should reach an optimum 
(minimum for the first seven, maximum for the eighth) for one of the 
all possible regressions, and this subset of the available predictor 
variables is considered to be the model chosen by that criterion.. The 
last criterion, R2, increases as a function of the number of variables 
in the model and is maximized overall when all the potential 
predictor variables are included in the model. However, this statistic 
does reach a maximum within each size subset of predictor variables. 
After finding all these different size subsets with maximum R2, the 
model chosen by this criterion is considered to be the largest subset 
of variables for which adding another variable would not create a 
relative improvement in R2 larger than five percent. 
3.1.2 Stepping Procedures 
As the stepwise regression procedure is generally 
recommended over both the forward selection and the backward 
elimination procedures, this approach was the only stepping 
procedure considered in this study. 
The criterion employed within the stepwise regression 
procedure was based on the commonly used F statistic as given in 
Equation 2.14. Within this study, the significance levels for variables 
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to enter the model and to leave the model were set equal to each 
other. Four levels of significiance, ex, were considered and designated 
as follows: 
SOl: a = .01 
S05: (l = .05 
S10: a = .10 
S15: a = .15 
2 
In this study, one additional stopping rule based on R was 
applied within the stepwise procedure. In order to facilitate 
comparison, this stopping rule was the same as that used when the 
R 
2 
statistic was applied to all possible subsets; i..e. the procedure was 
to stop when adding another variable did not create a relative 
. . R2 I h f' Improvement In arger t en lve percent .. This stepwise procedure 
was designated RSS. 
3.1.3 Two-Stage Method 
The final approach to variable selection considered in this 
study is a recently developed two-stage variable selection method. 
This method was proposed and applied to real data by Lam [30] in a 
situation where the number of available predictor variables was 
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much larger than the number of observations. The rationale behind 
this approach is to try to screen out "unimportant" variables in the 
first stage, leaving only the more important varaibles to enter into 
the second stage. 
The first stage of this method attempts to identify the more 
important predictor variables from among the many available 
variables by applying the stepwise regression procedure to the data 
deleting one observation at a time, similiar to the jackknifing 
procedure. This results In n (the original number of observations) 
models each based on n-1 observations. In the second stage, 
variables included in more than a prespecified percentage of the first 
stage models are then used as the only potential predictor variables 
in another stepwise regression procedure to determine the final 
model. 
In this study, the stepwise regesslon procedure used in the 
two-stage method was based on the F statistic. As before with the 
stepwise regression procedure, the levels of significance of the F 
statistic for variables to both enter and leave the model were set 
equal to each other within each stage. Two levels of significance, CX I' 
were considered during the first stage of the method, and four levels 
of significance, Ct 2' were considered at the second stage, which led to 
eight combinations of <X I and <X 2 ' designated as follows: 
T01: a l = .15, cx2 = .01 
T05: a l = .15, cx2 = .05 
T 10: a 1 = .15, <X2 = .10 
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TIS: (II = .15, a2 = .15 
R01 : al = .10, (X. 2 = .01 
R05 : al = .10, (X. 2 = .05 
RIO: al = .10, a 2 = .10 
R15 : a.1 = .10, (X.2 = .15 
In this study, predictor variables were included in the second stage 
stepwise regression procedure if they had appeared in more than 
forty percent of the first stage stepwise regression models. 
3.2 The Experimental Conditions Considered 
The variable selection criteria given above were applied in 
various experimental conditions which djff~reo w)t)} 1t;P~ ~. 
- n, the number of observations 
- p, the number of potential predictor variables 
- 13, the vector of regression coefficients 
- 0' 
2
, the variance of the error term 
-- the level of correlation among predictor variables 
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3.2.1 The Sizes of nand p 
This study compares the previously described variable 
selection criteria for three general conditions which depend on the 
relationship between n, the number of observations, and p, the 
number of potential predictor variables. The three conditions are: 
- ~ben n 1~ \aIgeI tnan p 
- when n is much smaller than p 
- when nand p are approximately equal 
The three general approaches to variable selection are not 
equally applicable in each of these three conditions. The two-stage 
approach is designed to screen a large number of predictor variables 
and would not be meaningful if p is small relative to n. Also, the all 
possible regressions approach is not possible when p is larger than n, 
because the p n-dimensional vectors of predictor variables are no 
longer linearly independent in an algebraic sense. Only in the case of 
approximate equality of nand p can all three approaches be 
employed. 
To cover these three possible relationships between nand p 
with both a small and a larger size data set, six different "nIp 
classes" were considered: 
3 1 
nip class 1 : n=12, p=6 
nip class 2 n=12, p=10 
nip class 3 n=12, p=20 
nip class 4 n=25, p=10 
nip class 5 n=25, p=20 
nJp class 6 n=25, p=50 
The stepwise selection procedures were performed for all nip 
classes; the all possible regressions selection criteria were used in 
nIp classes 1, 2, 4, and 5; and the two-stage methods were applied 
to nip classes 2, 3, 5, and 6. 
3.2.2 The Known Models 
Within each nIp class, different "knowntt models were used to 
generate the response variable Y as given in Equation 2.2. These 
known models differed with respect to 13, the vector of regression 
coefficients; the level of correlation among the predictor variables; 
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and 0' , the variance of the error term. Two different p-dimensional 
vectors were considered for ~; namely: 
f3 1 - [1 1 0 0 0 0 0 . . . 0] 
13 2 - [1 1 1 1 1 1 0 . . . 0] 
When the known model contained two variables, i.e. when 13 1 
was used, three levels of correlation between the variables were 
examined; namely, 0.0, 0.3, and 0.8. When six variables were 
included in the known model, i.e. when 13 2 was used, the following 
four correlation matices were considered: 
1 0 0 0 0 0 1 .3 0 0 0 0 
0 1 0 0 0 0 .3 1 0 0 0 0 
0 0 1 0 0 0 o 0 1 .3 0 0 
0 0 0 1 0 0 o 0 .3 1 0 0 
0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 o 0 1 .3 
0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 o 0 .3 1 
1 .8 0 0 0 0 1 .8 0 0 0 0 
.8 1 0 0 0 0 .8 1 0 0 0 0 
0 0 1 .3 0 0 0 0 1 .8 0 0 
{J !) .3 1 (J (j (j (J .K [ (f a 
0 0 0 0 1 0 QQQQ1-.~ 
0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 o .8 1 
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In addition, two levels of the varIance of the error term, cr2 = 1 
and 0 2 =.25, were applied to each of the three or four levels of 
correlation among the predictor variables nested within the 13 vector. 
Therefore, 14 different known models were considered within each 
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nip class with the exception of nip class 1 (n=12, p=5) where 13 2 was 
not applicable. Each of these 76 experimental conditions was then 
replicated 100 times with N(O, 0'21) noise (the error term ei in 
Equation 2.3). 
3.3 Measures of Predictive Ability 
Four different measures were used to compare the "predictive 
ability" of the various variable selection criteria considered in this 
study_ Three of these measures, or slight variations of them, had 
been used in previous simulation studies, while the fourth is orginal 
to this study. 
Two of these measures, previously used by Dempster et al. [14] 
were SEB, the sum of errors of the betas, defined in Equation 2.29; 
and SPE, the sum of prediction errors, defined in Equation 2.30. 
However in this study neither of these measures were divided by 0', 
the standard deviation of the error term, in order to examine the 
effect of the size of cr on these measures. 
Another measure of predictive ability, used by Hashimoto et al. 
[23], was the "hit-ratio", the proportion of the models selected by 
some variable selection criterion which contained exactly the same 
variables as the known model used to generate the data. 
The fourth measure of predictive ability uses the regression 
coefficients developed from one sample to predict the response 
variable of another sample from the same underlying model. This 
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measure is similiar to data splitting which involves dividing a data 
set into two parts; one used to develop the model and the other used 
to validate this model. This measure is called NSP, the new sample 
prediction error, and is defined as 
NSP - ! (y* - Xb)' (y* - Xb) 
i= 1 
(3 .1) 
where Y * is the vector of responses drawn from the model uSIng the 
same X matrix and b (the vector of regression estimates) but with a 
new independent error vector e*; i. e. y*= Xf3 + e*. 
Several other measures of predictive ability, such as the 
unconditional mean square error used by Bendel and Afifi [8], have 
appeared in the statistical literature. However, these measures 
involve the "full" model (the model containing all the potential 
predictor variables) and are therefore impossible to use when n, the 
number of observations, is less than p, the number of potential 
predictor variables. 
3.4 The Experimental Procedure 
The experimental procedure consisted of carrying out the 
following steps for each of the 76 experimental conditions considered 
using a Digital Equipment Corporation VAX-11/785. 
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1. With the values of 13, X and (J2 for that experimental situation, 
generate an n-dimensional random vector e - N(O,I), and use 
this vector to obtain the response vector Y = X J3 + cre. 
2. Apply each appropriate (depending on nIp class) variable 
selection criterion to the predictor variables X and response 
A 
variable Y to obtain the estimates band Y and use these values 
to calculate the measures of predictive ability, ie. SEB, SPE, NSP, 
and the hit-ratio. 
3. Repeat steps 1 and 2 one hundred times. 
Determination of the models selected by each of the 22 
variable selection criteria considered was conducted using SAS 
Version 5 software. The four stepwise criteria based on the F-
statistic were carried out using the SAS Stepwise Procedure as 
described in the SAS User's Guide: Statistics [37]. Implementation of 
the other stepwise criterion based on the coefficient of 
determination, R 2 , required some modification of the SAS Stepwise 
Procedure. 
Models selected by the eight two-stage criteria, which involved 
numerous stepwise regressions based on the F-statistic, were 
obtained by incorporating the output of SAS Stepwise Procedures as 
input to other SAS Stepwise Procedures. 
Of the nine all possible regressions criteria used in this study, 
seven are provided by the SAS Rsquare Procedure [37]. Obtaining 
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models for the other two all possible regressions criteria, the F 
stastistic and the coefficient of determination, R2; involved 
manipulating the SAS Rsquare Procedure to calculate these statistics. 
The optimization of the all possible regression criteria also required 
finding the minimum (or in one case maximum) of the criteria 
produced as output by the SAS Rsquare Procedure. 
3.4.1 Generation of the Data 
An assumption of the regressIon model gIven by Equation 2.2 is 
that the vector of the error terms is normally distributed with mean 
zero. In this study, the n-dimensional normal vectors used for the 
error terms were generated using the Box-Mueller [11] 
transformation on Uniform(O,l) random variables. 
The same method was also used to generate all the potential 
predictor variables within each nip class as N(O,l) random variables. 
This corresponds to using the standardized variable transformation 
on "real" data and was done in an effort to increase the generality of 
the study. 
The variables which were included in the varIOUS known 
models also underwent an additional transformation in order to 
conform to the previously described correlation structures [40]. This 
transformation can be expressed in matrix notation as: 
w - (X P SQRT(D)-l SQRT(R) Q' ] * 2 (3.2) 
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were X is the matrix of standardized normal random variables; P is 
the matrix of the eigenvectors of X t X; D is a diagonal matrix with the 
eigenvalues of X' X on the diagonal and zeros elsewhere; Q is the 
matrix of the eigenvectors of the desired correlation matrix; R is a 
diagonal matrix with the eigenvalues of the desired correlation 
matrix on the diagonal and zeros elsewhere; and W is the matrix of 
standardized normal random variables having the desired pattern of 
correlation among the variables. In this study, the results of this 
transformation were verifying using the SAS Correlation Procedure. 
CHAPTER IV 
RESULTS 
4.1 Statistical Analysis 
A separate analysis of the data generated by the previously 
described experimental procedure was carried out for each of the SIX 
different nip classes. This was done in an effort to increase the 
applicability of the study, as in practice n, the number of 
observations and p, the number of potential predictor variables are 
known, while {3, the vector of regression coefficients, cr2 , the variance 
of the error term and the correlation among the predictor variables 
are not. 
Analysis of varIance (ANOV A) is a statistical technique for 
assessing differences among mean values. In this study, analysis of 
variance was used to assess statistical differences among the mean 
values of three of, the measures of predictive ability for the variable 
selection criteria within each nIp class. This type of analysis 
assumes the data are normally distributed. Therefore, this analysis 
was performed on the logarithmic transformation of the three 
measure of predictive ability SEB, SPE, and NSP, as the probability 
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plots of the log-transformed measures indicated reasonably normal 
behavior. 
Based on the previously described experimental procedure, the 
most appropriate type of ANOV A for this study is the repeated 
measures analysis of variance as described by Winer [46]. In this 
case, the variable selection criteria act as the levels of the repeated 
measures factor since they are all applied to the same known models. 
The other tf measure of predictive ability", the hit-ratio, was not 
included in the repeated measures ANOV As as it is a dichotomous 
measurement; i.e. the variables selected by any of the criterion to be 
in the model either were or were not the same variables as those in 
the known model. 
The four factors involved in the repeated measures analysis of 
varIance of each nJp class were ~ (hereafter known as the beta 
factor); 0"2 (the error variance factor); the level of correlation among 
the predictor variables (the correlation factor); and the variable 
selection criterion (the criterion factor). In this study, different 
levels of the correlation factor were nested within the two levels of 
the beta factor (one containing two and the other six nonzero 
coefficients) and were crossed with the two levels of the error 
variance factor. The different variable selection criteria acted as the 
levels of the repeated measures factor since they were each applied 
independently to every replication of the known models. This 
situation can be represented schematically for each nip class as 
follows: 
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beta correlation error variance variable selection criteria 
1 1 1 1 2 3 4 5 6 · 
2 1 2 3 4 5 6 · 
2 1 1 2 3 4 5 6 · 
2 1 2 3 4 5 6 · 
3 1 1 2 3 4 5 6 · 
2 1 2 3 4 5 6 · 
2 4 1 1 2 3 4 5 6 · 
2 1 2 3 4 5 6 · 
5 1 1 2 3 4 5 6 · 
2 1 2 3 4 5 6 · . . 
6 1 1 2 3 4 5 6 · . . 
2 1 2 3 4 5 6 · 
7 1 1 2 3 4 5 6 · 
2 1 2 3 4 5 6 · . . 
where q is the number of variable selection criteria appropriate to 
that nIp class. The acronyms of the 22 different variable selection 
criteria used in this study are: 
All possible subsets regresslon approach criteria: 
Ale: Akaikefs information criterion 
"\\\.c, ". ~a"'Wa~ ~a)'esian information criterion 
CP: Mallows' C Statistic 
PC: Amemiya's prediction criterion 
OMS Mean square error of prediction 
SBC Schwarz's criterion 
SP: Hocking's S statistic 
PST: F Statistic 















Stepwise regressIon approach criteria: 
SOl: a = .01 
S05: ex = .05 
S10: ex = .10 
S15: ex = .15 
RSS: R2, coefficient of multiple determination 
Two-Stage approach criteria: 
T01 : first stage ex = .15, second stage ex = .01 
T05 : first stage a - .15, second stage ex = .05 
T10 : first stage ex - .15, second stage (l = .1 ° 
TIS: first stage ex = .15, second stage (l = .15 
ROt: first stage (l = .10, second stage a = .01 
ROS: first stage a = .10, second stage ex = .05 
RIO: first stage a = .10, second stage a = .10 
R15 : first stage ex = .10, second stage a = .15 
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In this particular repeated measures design each different 
known model acts as a "subject't, which gives the following partition 
of the sources of variation into between subjects effects and within 
subjects effects: 




beta x error varIance 
correlation x error variance (beta) 
error 
Within Subjects Effects 
criterion 
criterion x beta 
criterion x correlation (beta) 
criterion x error varIance 
criterion x beta x error variance 
criterion x correlation x error variance (beta) 
error (criterion) 
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where the notation correlation (beta) indicates the correlation factor 
IS nested in the beta factor. 
Calculation of the sum of squares associated with each of these 
sources along with the degrees of freedom allows tests of hypotheses 
for each source of variation based on the value of the mean square 
and its associated F-value and probability. 
For tests of hypotheses for within subjects effects, i.e. the 
variable selection criterion, several more conservative F tests are 
available [46]. These are based on statistics measuring the extent 
which the covariance matrix departs from the model assumptions of 
compound symmetry. Two such statistics are the Greenhouse-
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Geisser epsilon [21] and the Huyah-Feldt epsilon [28] which have a 
value close to one when the requirements on the covariance matrix 
are met. Both these epsilon values can be used to calculate adjusted 
probabilities for hypothesis tests and are reported in subsequent 
analyses. 
While significant F-values for the variable selection criterion 
effect in the repeated measures analyses of variance indicate 
differences among the mean values of the measures of predictive 
ability for the various variable selection criteria considered, this test 
can not determine which are the "best" (or worst) variable selection 
criteria. For this purpose, an a posteriori multiple comparison 
procedure is needed to consider all possible pairwise comparisons 
among the mean values of the measures of predictive ability. In this 
study, Tukey's studentized range test with a=.OS was used for this 
purpose on the three measures of predictive ability involved in the 
repeated measures anlaysis of variance; namely In(SEB), In(SPE), and 
In(NSP). Since these quantities are all "error" measurements; I.e. 
they measure deviations from known values; the variable selection 
criteria with smaller mean values of these quantities are considered 
to be better at prediction while those with the larger nlean values 
are considered to be worse. 
The repeated measures analysis of varIance tables and the 
complete Tukey's studentized range test results involving In(SEB), 
In(SPE), and In(NSP) for nip classes 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, and 6 are presented 
in Appendices A, B, C, D, E, and F respectively. These appendices also 
provide the mean values of SEB, SPE, NSP, and the hit-ratio for each 
appropriate variable selection technique over the known models 
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(each with 100 replications) within each of the SIX nIp classes. In 
addition, the mean number of variables included in the model 
averaged over the six known models with two variables and the 
eight known models with six variables (except for nip class 1 where 
only the known models with two variables were applicable) are 
reported. 
A comparison was also made of the computer time required by 
the three basic approaches to variable selection, namely the 
stepwise, the two-stage and the all possible regressions techniques. 
4.2 Performance of the Variable Selection Criteria 
The relative performance of the varIous variable selection 
techniques based on the measures of predictive ability used in this 
study are presented separately for each of the six different 
combinations of n, the number of observations, and p, the number of 
potential predictor variables. 
4.2.1 nIp class 1 (n=12, p=5) 
In nip class 1, the number of potential predictor variables, 5; 
was small relative to the number of observations, 12. Of the variable 
selection criteria considered in this study, the 14 within the stepwise 
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and all possible regressIons approaches were applicable to this nip 
class containing 6 different known models. Repeated measures 
ANOV A tables, complete Tukey's studentized range test results, and 
mean values over the variable selection criteria for nip class 1 are 
gIven in Appendix A. 
For this nIp class the hit-ratio was close to .50 or better for 
most of the variable selection criteria considered. The mean number 
of variables included in the model ranged from a low of 1.44 for the 
SOl criterion to a high of 2.75 for the Ale criterion. 
The repeated measures ANOVA for the log-transformations of 
SEBI SPE1 and NSP for this nip class is slightly different from that 
previously discussed in that the beta factor was not involved SInce 
only one (3 (with 2 non-zero coefficients) was applicable. 
The repeated measures ANOVA for In(SEB) finds both the 
correlation factor and the error variance factor highly significant 
between subjects effects. However the F-value of the error variance 
is almost an order of magnitude greater than that of the correlation 
factor. All within subjects effects are also highly significant, with the 
variable selection criterion effect having a much larger F-value than 
any of the associated interaction terms. Tukey's studentized range 
test for In(SEB) indicates the SOl and PST criteria are significantly 
worse than the rest of the variable selection criteria in that they 
have higher mean values of In(SEB). 
Tests of between subject effects within the repeated measures 
ANOV A for In(SPE) find the F-value of error variance factor several 
orders of magnitude larger than that of the correlation factor 
although both are highly significant. Tests of the within subjects 
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effects find the variable selection criterion and all the associated 
interaction terms highly statistically significant. Tukey's studentized 
range test for In(SPE) indicates the SOl criteria is significantly worse 
than the other variable selection criteria considered in that the mean 
value of In(SPE) is larger for this technique. 
The results of the repeated measures ANOV A for In(NSP) show 
that for between subjects effects, the correlation factor has a much 
smaller F-value than the error variance factor although both are 
statistically significant while their interaction effect is not. For the 
within subjects effects, the variable selection criterion effect is highly 
significant while the associated interaction effects are less so with 
the criterion x correlation interaction not being statistically 
significant. Tukey's studentized range test for In(NSP) indicates the 
mean value of In(NSP) is significantly larger for the SOl criterion 
than for the other variable selection criteria. 
Table 1 presents the "best" variable selection criteria for nIp 
class 1 based on Tukey's studentized range test. The mean values of 
In(NSP), In(SEB), and In(SPE) for these variable selection criteria, 
while not significantly different from each other, are significantly 
smaller (i.e. better) than those of the remaining criteria. These "best" 
variable selection criteria are listed under the three measures of 
predictive ability in rank order, those with the smallest (best) mean 
values appearing first. 
For nip class 1, the results of Tukey·s studentized range tests 
were consistent across the three measures of predictive ability, with 
most of the variable selection criteria performing about equally well. 
The exceptions to this were the SO 1 and FST criteria, which had 
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significantly larger (worse) mean values for most of the measures of 
predictive ability. 
Table 1. The "best" selection criteria for nIp class 1 (n= 12, p=5) 
based on Tukey's studentized range test. 
In(NSP) In(SEB) In(SPE) 
RSQ RSQ BIC 
BIC BIC RSQ 
RSS RSS RSS 
S15 S15 SIO 
SID SP S15 
SP GMS S05 
GMS SID GMS 
CP CP SP 






4.2.2 nip class 2 (n=12, p=10) 
In nip class 2, the number of potential predictor variables, 10; 
was fairly close to the number of observations, 12. All 22 of the 
variable selection criteria considered in this study were applicable to 
this nip class containing 14 different known models. Repeated 
measures ANOV A tables, complete Tukey's studentized range test 
results, and mean values over the variable selection criteria for nip 
class 2 are given in Appendix B. 
For this nip class the hit-ratio ranges from a low of .06 for the 
Ale criterion to a high of .41 for the RSQ criterion. The mean number 
of variables in the model goes from .77 for the SOl criterion to 7.27 
for the Ale criterion. 
The repeated measures ANOV A for In(SEB) finds the beta, 
correlation and error variance factors and their associated 
interactions all highly significant between subjects effects with the 
beta and error variance terms having by far the largest F-values. 
The within subjects effects of the variable selection criterion and all 
the associated interaction terms are also highly significant. Tukey's 
standardized range test for In(SEB) indicates the mean values of 
In(SEB) for the R01, T01, and SOl variable selection criteria, while 
not significantly different from each other, are significantly larger 
than the mean values of the other variable selection criteria 
considered. 
The repeated measures ANOV A for In(SPE) shows a pattern 
very similiar to that found for In(SEB). All the between subjects 
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effects (the beta, correlation, error varIance factors and their 
interaction terms) are highly significant as are all the within subjects 
effects (the variable selection criterion and its interaction terms). 
Tukey's studentized range test for In(SPE) also shows the same 
results as those for In(SEB) in that the mean values of the same three 
variable selection criteria (ROl, TOI and SOl) are significantly larger 
than those of the other criteria. 
The results of the repeated measures ANDV A for In(SEB) and 
In(SPE) also hold for In(NSP). All between subjects effects (especially 
the beta and error variance factors) and all the within subjects 
effects are highly significant. Tukeyts studentized range test for 
In(NSP) also maintains the pattern of mean values found for In(SEB) 
and In(SPE). 
Table 2 presents the "best" variable selection criteria for nIp 
class 2 based on Tukey's studentized range test in the same format 
as that described for Table 1. The results of these tests were 
consistent across the three measures of predictive ability, with many 
of the all possible regressions criteria being in the group of "best" 
criteria. The stepwise and two-stage criteria with small <X values, 
namely the ROt, TOl, SOl, R05, T05, and S05 criteria, had 
significantly larger (worse) mean values for all three measures of 
predictive ability. 
Table 2. The "best" selection criteria for nIp class 2 (n=12, p=10) 
based on Tukey's studentized range test. 
In(NSP) In(SEB) In(SPE) 
FST TI5 FST 
CP S15 CP 
SP CP SP 
OMS FST GMS 
SBC OMS SI5 





4.2.3 nIp class 3 (n=12, p=20) 
In nip class 3, the number of potential predictor variables, 20; 
was large relative to the number of observations, 12. Of the variable 
selection criteria considered in this study, the 13 within the stepwise 
and two-stage approaches were applicable to this nIp class 
containing 14 different known models. Repeated measures ANOVA 
tables, complete Tukey's studentized range test results, and mean 
values over the variable selection criteria for nIp class 3 are given in 
Appendix C. 
For this nIp class the hit-ratio of the variable selection criteria 
considered ranges from a low of .01 for the S15 criterion to a high of 
.18 for the SOl criterion. The mean number of variables included in 
the model goes from a low of 1.19 for the TOI and ROI criteria to a 
high of 6.66 for the SIS criterion. 
The repeated measures ANOVA for In(SEB) finds all the 
between subjects effects, especially the beta factor, highly 
statistically significant. The within subjects effects, the variable 
selection criterion factor and its associated interaction terms, are also 
highly significant. Tukey's studentized range test for In(SEB) 
indicates the mean values of In(SEB) are significantly smaller (better) 
for the R01, TOI and SOl criteria and significantly larger (worse) for 
the S15, S10 and T15 criteria than for any of the other variable 
selection criteria. 
The results of the repeated measures ANOV A for In(SPE) agaIn 
find all the between subjects effects (especially the beta factor) and 
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all the variable selection criterion effects highly statistically 
significant. Tukey's standardized range test for In(SPE) indicates the 
mean values of In(SPE) are significantly smaller (better) for the RO 1, 
TOI and SOl criteria and significantly larger (worse) for the S15, S10 
and TI5 criteria than for any of the other variable selection criteria 
The repeated measures ANOV A for In(NSP) finds all the 
between subjects effects highly statistically significant, with the F-
value for the beta effect and the error variance effect several orders 
of magnitude larger than the F-value of the other effects. All the 
within subjects effects are also statistically significant with the F-
value of the variable selection criterion effect and the variable 
selection criterion x beta effect much larger than those of the other 
terms. Tukey's studentized range test for In(NSP) indicates the mean 
values of In(NSP) are significantly smaller (better) for the S15, SID 
and T15 criteria and significantly larger (worse) for the R01, TOl, 
and SO 1 criteria than the means of the other variable selection 
criteria. 
Table 3 presents the "best" variable selection criteria for nIp 
class 3 based on Tukey's studentized range test in the same format 
as the previous tables. The results of these tests were not consistent 
across the three measures of predictive ability. In fact, they seem to 
be reversed between In(NSP) and the other two measures of 
predictive ability, in that the "best" criteria for In(SEB) and In(SPE), 
namely the SOl, TOI and ROI criteria; are the worst criteria for 
In(NSP) and the "bestn criteria for In(NSP), namely the S15, SlO and 
TI5 criteria; are the worst criteria for In(SEB) and In(SPE). 
Table 3. The "best" selection criteria for nip class 3 (n=l2, p=20) 
based on Tukey's studentized range test. 
In(NSP) In(SEB) In(SPEl 
S15 SOl SOl 
S10 TOI TOl 
TIS ROt R01 
4.2.4 nIp class 4 (n=2S, p=10) 
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In nIp class 4, the number of potential predictor variables, 10; 
was small relative to the number of observations, 25. Of the variable 
selection criteria considered in this study, the 14 within the stepwise 
and all possible regressions approaches were applicable to this nip 
class containing 14 different known models. Repeated measures 
ANOV'A tables, complete Tukey's studentized range test results, and 
mean values over the variable selection criteria for nIp class 4 are 
given in Appendix D. 
For this nIp class the majority of the variable selection criteria 
have a hit ratio of .50 or better with the Ale criterion having the 
smallest at .34. The mean number of variables included in the model 
ranges from a low of 2.71 for the SOl criterion to a high of 5.51 for 
the Ale criterion. 
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The repeated measures ANOVA for In(SEB) finds the beta 
factor, the correlation factor and the error variance factor effects all 
highly significant. The associated interaction effects are also 
statistically significant but with smaller F-values, particularily the 
beta x error variance interaction. The within subject variable 
'\ 
selection criterion effect and the associated interaction effects are 
also all highly significant. Tukeyts studentized range test for In(SEB) 
reveals the S05, S10, BIC, and SBC criteria have significantly smaller 
(better) mean values and the Sal, RSS, and RSQ criteria have 
significantly larger (worse) mean values of In(SEB) than the other 
variable selection criteria. 
The repeated measures ANOV A for In(SPE) finds the beta, 
correlation, and error variance factor effects highly significant with 
the error variance factor having by far the largest F-value. Again 
the variable selection criterion effects and the associated interactions 
are also highly significant. The Tukey standardized range test for 
In(SPE) finds the S05, SID, BIC, and SBC criteria with significantly 
smaller (better) mean values and the SOl, RSS, and RSQ criteria with 
significantly larger (worse) mean values of In(SPE) than the other 
variable selection criteria. 
The repeated measures ANOV A for In(NSP) shows the same 
results as for In(SEB) and In(SPE); i.e. all factors and interactions are 
highly significant with the error variance factor having by far the 
largest F-value. Also, Tukey's studentized range test for In(NSP) 
again finds the mean values of the SOl, RSS and RSQ criteria 
significantly larger (worse) than those of the other variable selection 
criteria. In addition, all the stepwise criteria except SO 1, and most of 
the all possible regressions criteria have mean values of In(NSP) 
significantly smaller (better) than those of the other criteria. 
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Table 4 presents the "best" variable selection criteria for nip 
class 4 based on Tukey's studentized range test in the same format 
as the previous tables. The results of these tests were consistent 
across the three measures of predictive ability with the exception of 
the In(NSP) measure which includes many more of the all possible 
regressions criteria among the "best" criteria. The variable selection 
criteria in the "best" group for all three measures of predictive 
ability were the all possible regressions criteria SBC and BIC, and the 
stepwise criteria S 10 and S05. The 'worst" criteria for this nJp class 
for all the measures of predictive ability were the RSQ, RSS, and Sal 
criteria. 
Table 4. The "besft selection criteria for nIp class 4 (n=25, p=10) 
based on Tukey's studentized range test. 
In(NSP) In(SEB) InCSPE) 
S05 S05 S05 
S10 S10 BIC 
BIC BIC S10 










4.2.5 nip class 5 (n=25, p=20) 
In nip class 5, the number of potential predictor variables, 20; 
was fairly close to the number of observations, 25. All 22 of the 
variable selection criteria considered in this study were applicable to 
this nip class containing 14 different known models. Repeated 
measures ANOY A tables, complete Tukey's studentized range test 
results, and mean values over the variable selection criteria for nIp 
class 5 are given in Appendix E. 
For this nIp class the hit-ratio ranges from a low of .01 for the 
Ale criterion up to a high of .52 for the RSQ, R01, and TOI criteria. 
The mean number of variables included in the model varies from a 
low of 2.75 for the R01 criterion to a high of 12.33 for the Ale 
criterion. 
The results of the repeated measures ANOV A for In(SEB) find 
all the between subjects effects highly statistically significant with 
the beta factor and error variance factor having by far the largest F-
values. All of the within subjects effects are also highly statistically 
significant, with the variable selection criterion effect and the 
variable selection criterion x beta effect having the largest F-values. 
Tukey's studentized range test for In(SEB) indicates the mean values 
of In(SEB) for the S05 and the R05 variable selection criteria are 
significantly smaller (better) and the mean values of In(SEB) for the 
AIC and PC variable selection criteria significantly larger (worse) 
than the means of all the other variable selection criteria considered. 
The repeated measures ANOV A for In(SPE) shows results very 
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similiar to those for In(SEB). All the between subjects effects are 
';ighly statistically significant as are all of the within subjects effects, 
with the beta, the error variance, the variable selection criterion and 
the variable selection criterion x beta effect having the largest F-
values. Tukey's studentized range test for In(SPE) finds the mean 
values of the TIO and TI5 variable selection criteria significantly 
larger (worse) than the mean values of the other criteria. This test 
also indicates the mean values of the S05, T05, R05, BIC, RIO, R15, 
and S10 criteria are significantly smaller (better) than those of the 
other criteria. 
The repeated measures ANOV A for In(NSP) finds all the 
between subjects effects highly significant with the error variance 
effect having by far the largest F-value. The variable selection 
criterion and its associated interactions are also all highly statistically 
significant. Tukey's studentized range test for In(NSP) finds the 
mean values of the SOl, TOI, and ROt criteria significantly larger 
(worse) than those of the other criteria while the S05, T05, R05, BIC, 
RIO, R15, and S 10 criteria have mean values signficantly smaller 
(better) than the other criteria for In(NSP). 
Table 5 presents the ttbest tt variable selection criteria for nIp 
class 5 based on Tukey's studentized range test in the same format 
as the previous tables. The results of these tests were consistent 
across the three measures of predictive ability for the "best" variable 
selection criteria but not for the "worst". The "best" variable 
selection criteria were the two-stage criteria R05 and T05, the 
stepwise criterion S05, and the all possible regressions criterion BIC. 
The "worst" criteria based on In(NSP) were those with low a levels 
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(ROl, SOl and TOl), while the worst criteria criteria based on In(SPE) 
were those with high a levels (TIO and T15), and the worst criteria 
for In(SEB) were the all possible regressions criteria Ale and PC. 
Table 5. The "best" selection criteria for nIp class 5 (n=25, p=20) 
based on Tukey's studentized range test. 
In(NSP) In(SEB) In(SPE) 
R05 R05 R05 







4.2.6 nIp class 6 (n=25, p=50) 
In nip class 6, the number of potential predictor variables, 50; 
was large relative to the number of observations, 25. Of the variable 
selection criteria considered in this study, the 13 within the stepwise 
and two-stage approaches were applicable to this nip class 
containing 14 different known models. Repeated measures ANOVA 
tables, complete Tukey's studentized range test results, and mean 
values over the variable selection criteria for nip class 6 are given In 
Appendix F. 
For this nip class the hit-ratio ranges from zero for the T15, 
SIO, and SIS criteria up to .36 for the ROI and TOI criteria. The 
mean number of variables included in the model goes from a low of 
2.83 for the ROI criterion to a high of 21.23 for the Sl5 criterion. 
The results of the repeated measures ANOV A for In(SEB) finds 
all the between subjects effects statistically significant with the 
exception of the beta X error variance term. Both the beta factor and 
the error variance factor have F-values an order of magnitude larger 
than those of the other significant effects. All the within subjects 
effects are statistically significant, with the variable selection 
criterion factor and the variable selection criterion x beta effect 
having by far the largest F-values. Tukey's studentized range test 
for In(SEB) finds the mean value of the SIS criterion significantly 
larger (worse) and the mean values of the TOS., ROS, TOl, and ROl 
criteria significantly smaller (better) than those of the other variable 
criteria considered. 
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The repeated measures ANOV A for In(SPE) finds all of the 
between subjects effects highly statistically significant with the beta 
factor and the error variance factor having the largest F-values. All 
of the within subjects effects are also statistically significant, with 
the variable selection criterion x beta interaction term having a much 
larger F-value than the other effects. Tukey's studentized range test 
for In(SPE) finds the mean value of the RSS criterion significantly 
larger (worse) and the mean values of the S05, T05, and R05 criteria 
significantly smaller (better) than those of the other variable 
selection criteria. 
The repeated measures ANOV A for In(NSP) finds all the 
between subjects effects highly significant with the F-value of the 
beta and the error variance factor being one to two orders of 
magnitude larger than those of the other effects. All the within 
subjects effects are also statistically significant with the variable 
selection criterion x beta interaction term having the largest F-value. 
Tukey's studentized range test for In(NSP) finds the mean value of 
the RSS variable selection criterion significantly larger (worse) than 
those of the other variable selection criteria. Also the mean values of 
In(NSP) for the SOl, TOI, and ROI criteria are significantly smaller 
(better) than those of the remaining variable selection criteria. 
Table 6 presents the "best" variable selection criteria for nip 
class 6 based on Tukey's studentized range test in the same format 
as the previous tables. The results of these tests are consistent 
across the three measures of predictive ability. The "bestn criteria 
for this nip class are the two-stage criteria R05 and T05, and the 
stepwise criterion SOl. The "worst" criteria for all three measures of 
predictive ability are the stepwise criteria S15 and RSS. 
Table 6. The "best" selection criteria for nIp class 6 (n=25, p=50) 
based on Tukey's studentized range test. 
In(NSP) In(SEB) In(SPE) 
T05 ROI R05 
R05 TOI T05 




4.3 Comparison of Computing Times 
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One of the major arguments In the past against the all possible 
regressions approach and in favor of the stepping approach to the 
variable selection problem has been the claim that the calculation of 
the 2P regression models required by the all possible regressions 
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approach was too demanding of computer resources to even be 
considered [15]. It is true this study literally used months of CPU 
time on a V AX-11/785 in carrying out the all possible regressions 
criteria.for the 100 replications of the 48 applicable known models In 
order to obtain statistical data about the procedure. .However, in a 
real world situation the all possible regressions procedure would be 
applied to a single data set only once. In such a situation, the 
computer time required is reasonable with today's computers. 
The required computer time for different variable selection 
approaches was recorded for a data set of 25 observations with p, 
the number of potential predictor variables, ranging from 5 to 24. 
One approach considered was the stepwise procedure with ex set at 
.15 and .05. The other approach considered was the all possible 
regressions procedure with and without calculating b, the estimate of 
the vector of regession coefficients. Not determining b explicitly is a 
possibility as the vector of regression coefficients is not specifically 
required for the calculation of any of the criteria used in the all 
possible regressions approach. 
These procedures were carried out USIng standard SAS Version 
5 statistical procedures [37] on a V AX-11/785. The amount of CPU 
seconds used by each procedure at each value of p considered is 
presented in Table 7. 
As expected, comparIson of these times shows the stepwise 
procedures using far less time than the all possible regressions 
procedures, particularily at the larger values of p. However, if the 
vectors of regression coefficients are not estimated for the regression 
of every possible subset, the amount of CPU time required is less 
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than half of that required when b is calculated. The amount of time 
required by the all possible regressions procedure when b is not 
computed is less than 20 seconds when p=15, jumps to almost 3 
minutes when p=20, and comes close to doubling for each additional 
potential predictor variable added after that. However, the 
procedure requires less than 17 minutes even when p=24, not an 
unreasonable amount of time considering most practitioners would 
only do this once when analyzing any particular data set. 
The amount of CPU time required by the two-stage procedures 
falls in between that needed for the stepwise and all possible subsets 
approaches, as it requires n stepwise procedures using n-l 
observations followed by a single second stage stepwise regression 
USIng all n observations but fewer potential predictor variables. 
Thus, the approximate amount of CPU time required is slightly less 
than n+l times the amount required for stepwise procedure with the 
same number of predictor variables and a level, again not an 
unreasonable amount of computer time. 
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Table 7. CPU time (minutes: seconds) used by varlOUS variable selection 
approaches for a data set with 25 observations on a 






















































DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS 
As previously described, seperate analyses involving repeated 
measures ANOV As and Tukey's studentized range tests were carried 
out for each of the six different nIp classes involved in this study. 
Since the results from the repeated measures ANOV As were very 
much the same across nIp classes, these overall results are presented 
first, followed by a discussion of the mean values of. the measures of 
predictive ability and the number of variables included in the modeL 
Then the main emphasis of the study, comparing the performance of 
the various variable selection criteria, is addressed by considering 
the results from the Tukey's studentized range tests for each nIp 
class individually. 
5.1 The Repeated Measures Analyses of Variance 
All the factors involved in every repeated measures analysis of 
variance conducted on the log-transformation of the three measures 
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of predictive ability (SEB, SPE, and NSP) within each nip class almost 
without exception had highly statistically significant F-values 
associated with them. This IS probably due in part to the large 
sample sizes involved with having 14 known models with 100 
replications each per nIp class (with the exception of nIp class 1 
which had 6 known models) .. 
The results for the individual terms involved in these repeated 
measures analyses of variance were quite consistent among the three 
different measures of predictive ability and the six different nIp 
classes. The within subjects effects (which do not involve the 
variable selection criterion); beta, the vector of regression 
coefficients used in the parent model; correlation, the correlation 
among the variables in the parent model; and error variance, the 
variance of the error term used in the parent model; had F-values 
which were always highly statistically significant. With only one 
exception, the interaction terms associated with the beta, correlation, 
and error variance factors also always had statistically significant F-
values. However, in almost every situation considered, the F-values 
associated with the beta term and the error variance term were 
much larger (often by an order of magnitude or more) than those of 
the other within subjects effects. This suggests the vector of 
regression coefficents and variance of the error term influence the 
measures of predictive ability much more than the correlation among 
the predictor variables. This may be due in part to the fact that the 
vector of regression coefficients in this study varied fairly widely In 
the number of coefficients included (2 vs. 6, with all coefficients 
having a value of one) and that the level of correlation among the 
variables included in the known models was not very extreme 
(having correlation coefficients of 0.0, 0.3 and 0.8). 
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Results of the analyses of variance for the between subjects 
effects, the variable selection criterion factor and its associated 
interaction terms, indicate those effects also always had highly 
statistically significant F-values across all nip classes.and measures 
of predictive ability_ In most cases, the variable selection criterion 
effect and the variable selection criterion x beta interaction effect 
had F-values much larger than those of the other interaction terms. 
Even the more conservative F-values based on either the 
Greenhouse-Geisser episilon or the Huynh-Feldt episilon give the 
same results. 
5.2 Mean Values 
The mean values of the measures of predictive ability and the 
mean number of variables include in the model by the different 
variable selection criteria are considered across nIp classes in the 
following discussion. 
As expected, since the measures of predictive ability involved 
In the repeated measures analyses of variance (namely SEB, SPE, and 
NSP) were "error" measurements In that they measured devaiations 
from known values; the mean values of these measures increased 
for all the variable selection criteria as the number of potential 
predictor variables (i.e. "noise") increased relative to the number of 
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observations. 
The other "measure of predictive ability", the hit-ratio, was not 
involved in the repeated measures analyses of variance as it is a 
dichotomous measurement; i.e. the variables selected by any of the 
criterion to be in the model either were or were not the same 
variables as those in the known model. The hit-ratio varied quite 
widely among and even within nIp classes. In general, the hit-ratio 
decreased as the number of potential predictor variables increased 
relative to the number of observations. The values of the hit-ratio 
found in this study were generally lower than those reported by 
Hashimoto et ale [23], a not unexpected result as they only considered 
eleven predetermined subsets in the situation where n was much 
larger than p. In addition, the hit-ratio did not seem to exhibit any 
strong relationship to the other measures of predictive ability. In 
fact, the hit-ratio seemed to be almost inversely proportional to the 
mean number of variables included in the model. 
Not surprisingly, the mean number of variables included in the 
model by a criterion increased as the number of potential predictor 
variables increased, although the mean number of variables included 
in the model varied widely among the variable selection criteria 
within each nIp class. As expected, the stepwise and two-stage 
criteria with the smaller (l levels included fewer variables than those 
with larger a levels. The mean number of variables included by the 
all possible regressions criteria also varied widely, with the FST 
criterion consistently including the fewest and the Ale criterion by 
far the most across all nip classes. 
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5.3 Tukey's Studentized Range Tests 
Significant F-values for the variable selection criterion effect In 
the repeated measures analyses of variance confirms the fact that 
there are differences among the mean values of the measures of 
predictive ability for the various variable selection criteria 
considered; i.e. some of the variable selection criteria may indeed do 
a better job selecting the varibles most useful for prediction 
purposes. However, the repeated measures ANOV A F-test for the 
variable selection criterion effect can not determine which are the 
"best" (or worst) variable selection criteria. For this purpose, an a 
posteriori multiple comparison procedure is needed to consider all 
possible pairwise comparisons among the mean values of the 
measures of predictive ability. In this study, Tukey's studentized 
range test with a=.05 was used for this purpose on the three 
measures of predictive ability involved in the repeated measures 
anlaysis of variance; namely In(SEB), In(SPE), and In(NSP). 
The results from the Tukey's studentized range tests of the 
mean values of In(SEB), In(SPE) and In(NSP) differed widely across 
the six nip classes and sometimes among these different measures of 
predictive ability within an nip class. This is not surprising, as the 
three "measures of predictive ability" involved in the repeated 
measures ANOV As are based on fairly different concepts and 
numerical quantities. The sum of errors of the betas, SEB, is more a 
measure of the accuracy of the estimation of the vector of regression 
coefficients rather than "predictive ability". Also the sum of 
7 1 
prediction errors, SPE, is a measure of how well a model predicts 
only in theory. On the other hand, the new sample prediction error, 
NSP (the measure of predictive ability original to this study), is 
determined by actually predicting another sample from the same 
underlying model as the orginal sample. Thus, NSP is the most 
meaningful and appropriate measure of predictive ability in terms of 
real world situtations and is emphasized in the discussion of the 
results from Tukey's studentized range tests for each nIp class that 
follows. 
5.3.1 nIp class 1 (n= 12, p=5) 
Results of Tukey's studentized range tests among the 14 
variable selection criteria considered in this nIp class were 
consistent across the three different measures of predictive ability. 
The SO 1 and FST variable selection criteria were found to have 
significantly larger (worse) mean values of the measures of 
predictive ability, probably due to the tendency of these criteria to 
include very few variables in the model. All the other variable 
selection criteria in this nIp class performed about equally well. 
5.3.2 nip class 2 (n=12, p=10) 
Results of Tukey's studentized range tests among the 22 
variable selection criteria considered in this nIp class were 
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consistent across the three different measures of predictive ability. 
The stepwise and two-stage criteria with small (l values, namely the 
R01, TO 1, SO l, R05, T05, and S05 criteria, had significantly larger 
(worse) mean values for all three measures of predictive ability. 
This seemed due in part to the tendency of criteria with smaller (l 
values to include fewer variables in the model. In general, the all 
possible regresions criteria seemed to out perform the stepwise and 
two-stage criteria with the FST, CP, SBC, SP and GMS variable selction 
criteria consistently having the smallest (best) mean values of all the 
measures of predictive ability. 
5.3.3 nIp class 3 (n=l2, p=20) 
Results of Tukey's studentized range tests among the 13 
stepwise and two-stage criteria considered in this nIp class were not 
consistent across the three different measures of predictive ability. 
In fact, they are reversed between In(NSP) and the other two 
measures of predictive ability, in that the "best" criteria for In(SEB) 
and In(SPE)~ namely the SOl, TOl and ROl criteria; are the worst 
criteria for In(NSP) while the "best" criteria for In(NSP), namely the 
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S15, S10 and TIS criteria; are the worst criteria for In(SEB) and 
In(SPE). The performance of these criteria is erratic and sensitive to 
the significance level used. Some of the two-stage criteria perform 
well, but never significantly better than at least one stepwise 
criterion. 
5.3.4 nIp class 4 (n=25, p=10) 
Results of Tukey's studentized range tests among the 14 
variable selection criteria considered in this nip class were 
consistent across the three measures of predictive ability with the 
exception of the In(NSP) measure including many more of the all 
possible regressions criteria among the "best" criteria. The variable 
selection criteria in the "best" group for all three measures of 
predictive ability were the all possible regressions criteria SBC and 
BIC, and the stepwise criteria SOl and S05. The "worst" criteria for 
this nip class for all the measures of predictive ability were the RSQ, 
RSS, and Sal criteria. 
5.3.5 nip class 5 (n=25, p=20) 
Results of Tukeyfs studentized range tests among the 22 
variable selection criteria considered in this nip class were The 
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results of these tests were consistent across the three measures of 
predictive ability for the "best" variable selection criteria but not the 
"worst" . The "best" variable selection criteria were the two-stage 
criteria R05 and T05, the stepwise criterion S05, and the all possible 
regressions criterion BIC. The "worst" criteria based on In(NSP) were 
those with low a levels (RO 1, SO 1 and TO 1), while the worst criteria 
criteria based on In(SPE) were those with high a: levels (TIO and 
TIS), and the worst criteria for In(SEB) were the all possible 
regressions criteria Ale and PC. 
5.3.6 nIp class 6 (n=25, p=50) 
Results of Tukey's studentized range tests among the 13 
stepwise and two-stage criteria considered in this nIp class were 
consistent across the three different measures of predictive ability. 
The "best" criteria for this nIp class were the two-stage criteria R05 
and T05, and the stepwise criterion SO 1. The U worst" criteria for all 




Overall, the results from Tukey's studentized range tests 
suggest the performance of the stepwise variable selection criteria 
(which were applied in all six nip classes) was very sensitive to the 
ex level of the criteria across the nIp classes and for nIp class 3 
(n=12, p=20) among the different measures of predictive ability. 
For the nip classes where the all possible regressions criteria 
were applicable, i.e. when the number of potential predictor 
variables were less than the number of observations (nIp classes 1 
and 4) and when these two quantities were about the same (nIp 
classes 2 and 5); these criteria usually performed fairly well. 
Among the all possible regressions criteria, the BIC and SBC criteria 
in particular performed well, most often having some of the smallest 
mean values of all the measures of predictive ability. Also, unlike 
many of the other all possible regressions criteria, the BIC and SBC 
criteria never performed extremely poorly in any of the situations 
considered. 
For the nip classes where p, the number of potential predictor 
variables, was larger than n, the number of observations (nip classes 
3 and 6); only the stepwise and the two-stage variable selection 
criteia were applicable. Again the performance of both these 
procedures seemed very sensitive to the a level of the criterion. The 
newly proposed two-stage procedure performed well, as these 
criteria were always among those with significantly smaller mean 
values of the measures of predictive ability. However, these two-
stage criteria were also always not significantly different from at 
least one of the stepwise criteria. 
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An approach with potential and a direction for further research 
when p is large relative to n, would be to use the two-stage 
procedure modified slightly from the one described here. The first 
stage would involve using stepwise regression to "screen" the 
potential predictor variables, as was done in this study. Then during 
the second stage, instead of again applying stepwise regression to the 
reduced set of potential predictor variables, apply one of the "better" 
all possible regressions criteria, such as the BIC or SBC criteria; 
which is entirely feasible as long as the number of potential 
variables retained from the first stage is less than n, the number of 
observations. 
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nip class 1 
nip class 1 (n=12, p=5) MEAN VALUES 
1 SEB 1 SPE 1 NSP 1 HITS I # OF VARS 1 
1------------+------------+------------+------------+------------1 
1 I MEAN 1 MEAN I MEAN I MEAN I MEAN I 
1-------------------------------+------------+------------+------------+------------+------------1 
1 APPROACH 1 METHOD 1 I 1 1 I 1 
1---------------+--------------- 1 I I 1 I I 
IALL POSSIBLE lAIC 1 4.851 3.011 10.571 0.351 2.751 
J 1---------------+------------+------------+------------+------------+------------1 
I IBIC 1 4.951 2.731 10.311 0.611 2.171 
1 1---------------+------------+------------+------------+------------+------------1 
1 ICP 1 4.991 2.931 10.511 0.481 2.481 
I 1---------------+------------+------------+------------+------------+------------1 
I IFST I 7.811 3.471 11.061 0.521 1.871 
1 1---------------+------------+------------+------------+------------+------------1 
I I G MS I 4 . 88 I 2 . 88 I 1 0 . 4 7 1 0 . 4 7 I 2 . 4 7 1 
1 1---------------+------------+------------+------------+------------+------------1 
I IPC 1 4.941 3.021 10.591 0.361 2.721 
I 1---------------+------------+------------+------------+------------+------------1 
1 IRSQ 1 4.251 2.651 10.231 0.621 2.601 
1 1---------------+------------+------------+------------+------------+------------1 
I ISBC 1 4.991 2.961 10.571 0.431 2.581 
I 1---------------+------------+------------+------------+------------+------------1 
1 ISP 1 4.881 2.881 10.47J 0.471 2.471 
1---------------+---------------+------------+------------+------------+------------+------------1 
1 STEPWISE IRSS 1 5.571 2.801 10.381 0.661 2.031 
I 1---------------+------------+------------+------------+------------+------------1 
I IS01 I 10.231 5.801 13.131 0.501 1.441 
I 1---------------+------------+------------+------------+------------+------------1 
I IS05 I 6.341 3.141 10.831 0.601 1.901 
1 1---------------+------------+------------+------------+------------+------------1 
I ISI0 I 5.421 2.961 10.621 0.551 2.161 
I 1---------------+------------+------------+------------+------------+------------1 
1 IS15 I 4.961 2.861 10.401 0.511 2.361 
00 
Vl 
In(SEB) nip class 1 (n=12, p=5) 
REPEATED MEASURES ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE 
TESTS OF HYPOTHESES FOR BETWEEN SUBJECTS EFFECTS 
SOURCE OF SUM OF SQUARES MEAN SQUARE 
CORMAT 2 697.54509266 348.77254633 
ERRVAR 1 2793.91549908 2793.915499 
CORMAT*ERRVA 2 77.35193892 38.675946 
ERROR 594 335.60195235 0.56498645 
UNIVARIATE TESTS OF HYPOTHESES FOR WITHIN SUBJECT EFFECTS 
SOURCE DF SUM OF SQUARES 
METHOD 13 155.65054454 
METHOD*CORMAT 26 101.18385755 
METHOD*ERRVAR 13 69.73220189 
METHOD*CORMAT*ERRVAR 26 33.44573884 
ERROR (METHOD) 7722 4249.04708244 
GREENHODSE-GEISSER EPSILON 0.9535 


































In (SEB) nip class 1 (n=12, p=5) 
TUKEY'S STUDENTIZED RANGE TEST FOR VARIABLE: In(SEB) 
ALPHA=O.05 DF=8383 MSE=0.550252 
CRITICAL VALUE OF 5TUDENTIZED RANGE=4.744 
MINIMUM SIGNIFICANT DIFFERENCE=.14366 
MEANS WITH THE SAME LETTER ARE NOT SIGNIFICANTLY DIFFERENT. 
TUKEY GROUPING MEAN N METHOD 
A 1.74540 600 SOl 
B 1.52313 600 FST 
C 1.34404 600 505 
C 
C 1.34064 600 PC 
C 
C 1.33816 600 AIC 
C 
D C 1.32069 600 5BC 
D C 
D C 1.29842 600 CP 
D C 
D C 1.29202 600 510 
D C 
D C 1.28535 600 GM5 
D C 
D C 1.28535 600 SP 
D C 
D C 1.27713 600 515 
D C 
D C 1.25560 600 RSS 
0 C 
D C 1.21767 600 BIC 
D 
D 1.18090 600 RSQ 
00 
v. 
In (SPE) nip class 1 (n=12, p=5) 
REPEATED MEASURES ANALYSIS OF VARIMCE 
TESTS OF HYPOTHESES FOR BETWEEN SUBJECTS EffECTS 
SOURCE DF SUM 0: SQUARES MEAN SQUARE 
CORMAT 2 18,95091412 9.47545700 
ERRVAR 1 2036,D9491370 2036.09491370 
CORMAT*ERRVAR 2 1,17988408 0.58994204 
ERROR 594 212,78095825 0.35821710 






ERROR (METHOD) 7722 
GREENHOUSE-GEISSER EPSILON 
HUYNH-FELDT EPSILON 
SUM OF SQ~ARES 
12.3280J123 
24.53 78J93 6 
























?R > F 
ADJUSTED H - F 









In(SPE) nip class 1 (n=12, p=5) 
TUKEY'S STUDENTIZED RANGE TEST FOR VARIABLE: In(SPE) 
ALPHA=0.05 DF=8383 MSE=0.351268 
CRITICAL VALUE OF STUDENTIZED RANGE=4.744 
MINIMUM SIGNIFICANT DIFFERENCE=.11478 
MEANS WITH THE SAME LETTER ARE NOT SIGNIFICANTLY DIFFERENT. 
TUKEY GROUPING MEAN N METHOD 
A 1.37185 600 SOl 
B 1.15304 600 FST 
B 
B 1.11970 600 AIC 
B 
B 1.11719 600 PC 
B 
C B D 1.08862 600 SBC 
C B D 
C B D 1.06811 600 CP 
C B D 
C B D 1.06013 600 SP 
C B D 
C B D 1.06013 600 GMS 
C B D 
C B D 1.04866 600 S05 
C B D 
C B D 1.04547 600 S15 
C B D 
C B 0 1.04170 600 S10 
C 0 
C D 1.00077 600 RSS 
D 
0 0.99081 600 RSQ 
D 
D 0.98897 600 EIC 
00 
........) 
In(NSP) nip class 1 (n=12, p=5) 
REPEATED MEASURES ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE 
TESTS OF HYPOTHESES FOR BETWEEN SUBJECTS EFFECTS 
SOURCE OF SUM OF SQUARES 
CORMAT 2 1.17882214 
ERRVAR 1 3373.28592129 
CORMAT*ERRVAR 2 0.53155242 
ERROR 594 100.58907163 













GREENHOUSE-GEISSER EPSILON 0.9716 
HUYNH-FELDT EPSILON 1.0024 


























ADJUSTED PR > F 
PR > F G-G H-F 
0.0001 0.0001 0.0001 
0.5425 0.5409 0.5425 
0.0051 0.0057 0.0051 
0.0023 0.0026 0.0023 
00 
00 
In(NSP) nip class 1 (n=12, p=5) 
TUKEY'S STUDENTIZED RANGE TEST FOR VARIABLE: In(NSP) 
ALPHA=0.05 DF=8383 MSE=0.159348 
CRITICAL VALUE OF STUDENTIZED RANGE=4.744 
MINIMUM SIGNIFICANT DIFFERENCE=.07731 
MEANS WITH THE SAME LETTER ARE NOT SIGNIFICANTLY DIFFERENT. 
TUKEY GROUPING MEAN N METHOD 
A 2.30886 600 SOl 
B 2.21285 600 FST 
B 
B 2.19277 600 AIC 
B 
B 2.19258 600 PC 
B 
B 2.18535 600 SBC 
B 
B 2.18311 600 S05 
B 
B 2.17860 600 CP 
B 
B 2.17634 600 GMS 
B 
B 2.17634 600 SP 
B 
B 2.17541 600 S10 
B 
B 2.17067 600 S15 
B 
B 2.16269 600 RSS 
B 
B 2.15746 600 BIC 
B 





nIp class 2 
nip class 2 (n=12, p=10) MEAN VALUES 
I I SEB 1 SPE I NSP 1 HI TS 1 # OF VARS 1 
1-------------------------------+------------+------------+------------+------------+------------1 
IALL POSSIBLE lAIC I 16.241 10.061 13.551 0.061 7.271 
I 1---------------+------------+------------+------------+------------+------------
j IBIC I 18.751 13.961 15.941 0.281 4.27 
---------------+------------+------------+------------+------------+------------
CP I 15.711 10.741 13.651 0.261 5.52 
---------------+------------+------------+------------+------------+------------
FST I 15.211 10.351 13.371 0.231 5.57 
---------------+------------+------------+------------+------------+------------
GMS I 14.901 10.321 13.481 0.171 5.76 
---------------+------------+------------+------------+------------+------------
PC I 16.011 10.051 13.541 0.101 6.76 
---------------+------------+------------+------------+------------+------------
RSQ I 21.661 15.461 15.021 0.411 4.19 
---------------+------------+------------+------------+------------+------------
I S BC I 15 . 77 I 9 . 94 I 13 . 4 5 1 0 . 0 9 1 6 . 92 
1---------------+------------+------------+------------+------------+------------
ISP 1 14.901 10.321 13.481 0.171 5.76 
---------------+---------------+------------+------------+------------+------------+------------
STEPWISE IRSS I 26.341 18.161 21.101 0.341 3.19 
1---------------+------------+------------+------------+------------+------------
IS01 I 44.561 28.531 58.801 0.211 0.77 
1---------------+------------+------------+------------+------------+------------
IS05 1 38.791 25.201 33.781 0.261 2.111 
1---------------+------------+------------+------------+------------+------------
IS10 I 24.441 17.311 20.791 0.301 3.63 
1---------------+------------+------------+------------+------------+------------
I IS15 1 16.731 12.051 15.791 0.271 4.68 
1---------------+---------------+------------+------------+------------+------------+------------
I TWO-STAGE IR01 I 45.901 29.201 60.221 0.211 0.65 
] 1---------------+------------+------------+------------+------------+------------
] IR05 I 39.891 25.461 35.071 0.26] 1.96 
] 1---------------+------------+------------+------------+------------+------------
I IRI0 I 27.431 19.261 23.671 0.311 3.17 
I 1---------------+------------+------------+------------+------------+------------
I IR15 I 24.581 17.661 21.831 0.311 3.38 
I 1---------------+------------+------------+------------+------------+------------
I IT01 I 45.891 29.241 60.211 0.211 0.65 
I 1---------------+------------+------------+------------+------------+------------
I IT05 I 39.771 25.411 35.141 0.261 1.96 
I 1---------------+------------+------------+------------+------------+------------1 
I IT10 I 24.711 17.151 21.901 0.311 3.511 
I 1---------------+------------+------------+------------+------------+------------1 
1 IT15 I 17.611 12.561 17.041 0.301 4.29] 
\0 
~ 
In(SEB) nip class 2 (n=12, p=10) 
REPEATED MEASURES ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE 
TESTS OF HYPOTHESES FOR BETWEEN SUBJECTS EFFECTS 
SOURCE DF SUM OF SQUARES 
NBETA 1 13972.71027571 
CORMAT (NBETA) 5 1377.86846540 
ERRVAR 1 10249.56785059 
NBETA*ERRVAR 1 221.91655635 
CORMAT*ERRVAR(NBETA) 5 81.58583052 
ERROR 1386 761.57619034 
UNIVARIATE TESTS OF HYPOTHESES FOR WITHIN SUBJECT EFFECTS 
SOURCE DF SUM OF SQUARES 
METHOD 21 2947.71098513 
METHOD*NBETA 21 6438.00889898 
METHOD*CORMAT(NBETA) 105 2421.56188464 
METHOD*ERRVAR 21 507.41720323 
METHOD*NBETA*ERRVAR 21 1073.66651423 
METHOD*CORMAT*ERRVAR(NBETA) 105 887.26878740 
ERROR (METHOD) 29106 16929.39817241 
GREENHOUSE-GEISSER EPSILON 0.9293 














































nIp class 2 (n=12, p=10) TUKEY'S STUDENTIZED RANGE TEST ~OR VARIABLE: In(SEB) 
ALPHA=0.05 DF=30771 MSE=0.58164 CRITICAL VALUE OF STU~ENTIZED RANGE=5.082 
MINIMUM SIGNIFICANT DIFFERENCE=.10358 MEANS WITH THE S~E LETTER ARE NOT SIGNIFICANTLY DIFFERENT. 
TUKEY GROUPING MEAN N METHOD 
A 3.21210 1400 R01 
A 
A 3.21203 1400 T01 
A 
A 3.18303 1400 SOl 
B 2.91656 1400 R05 
B 
B 2.91539 1400 T05 
B 
B 2.89713 1400 s05 
C 2.50735 1400 R10 
c 
C 2.50465 1400 RSS 
C 
C 2.44688 1400 R15 
C 
D C 2.42685 1400 510 
D C 
D C 2.40441 1400 TI0 
D C 
D F C E 2.39062 1400 AIC 
0 F E 
0 F E 2.34590 1400 PC 
D F E 
0 F E 2.33669 1400 SBC 
F E 
F G E 2.29791 1400 BIC 
G 
H G 2.28623 1400 RSQ 
H G 
H G I 2.20484 1400 SP 
H G I 
H G I 2.20484 1400 GMS 
H I 
H I 2.19951 1400 FST 
H I 
H I 2.19030 1400 CP 
I 
I 2.16055 1400 S15 
I 
I 2.15637 1400 T15 
\0 
W 
In(SPE) nip class 2 (n=12, p=10) 
REPEATED MEASURES ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE 
TESTS OF HYPOTHESES FOR BETWEEN SUBJECTS EFFECTS 
SOURCE DF SUM OF SQUARES 
NBETA 1 16259.09048706 
CORMAT(NBETA) 5 2094.25636886 
ERRVAR 1 8142.38123418 
NBETA*ERRVAR 1 60.64185259 
CORMAT*ERRVAR(NBETA) 5 48.69693270 
ERROR 1386 571.21419609 
UNIVARIATE TESTS OF HYPOTHESES FOR WITHIN SUBJECT EFFECTS 
SOURCE DF SUM OF SQUARES 
METHOD 21 2418.54678775 
METHOD*NBETA 21 3727.05011148 
METHOD*CORMAT(NBETA) 105 1725.65769525 
METHOD*ERRVAR 21 464.88757089 
METHOD*NBETA*ERRVAR 21 849.45336928 
METHOD*CORMAT*ERRVAR(NBETA) 105 669.75284088 
ERROR (METHOD) 29106 12221.97287188 
GREENHOUSE-GEISSER EPSILON 0.9074 




























































nip class 2 (n=12, p=10) TUKEY'S STUDENTIZED RANGE TEST FOR VARIABLE: In(SPE) 
ALPHA=O.OS DF=30771 MSE=0.419913 CRITICAL VALUE OF STUDENTIZED RANGE=5.082 





























































































In(NSP) nip class 2 (n=12, p=10) 
REPEATED MEASURES ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE 
TESTS OF HYPOTHESES FOR BETWEEN SUBJECTS EFFECTS 
SOURCE DF SUM OF SQUARES 
NBETA 1 4777.64082543 
CORMAT(NBETA) 5 387.11601993 
ERRVAR 1 9464.54960343 
NBETA*ERRVAR 1 242.78944193 
CORMAT*ERRVAR(NBETA) 5 29.91980114 
ERROR 1386 310.12980577 
UNIVARIATE TESTS OF HYPOTHESES FOR WITHIN SUBJECT EFFECTS 
SOURCE DF SUM OF SQUARES 
METHOD 21 4064.77924905 
METHOD*NBETA 21 3938.26153706 
METHOD*CORMAT(NBETA) 105 1493.48704132 
METHOD*ERRVAR 21 454.37518929 
METHOD*NBETA*ERRVAR 21 591.60833693 
METHOD*CORMAT*ERRVAR(NBETA) 105 408.29714300 
ERROR (METHOD) 29106 5785.18990208 
GREENHOUSE-GEISSER EPSILON 0.9169 














































nip CLASS 2 (n=12, p=10) TUKEY'S STUDENTIZED RANGE TEST FOR VARIABLE: In(NSP) 
ALPHA=0.05 DF=30771 MSE=O.198762 CRITICAL VALUE OF STUDENTIZED RANGE=5.082 
MINIMUM SIGNIFICANT DIFFERENCE=.06055 MEANS WITH THE SAME LETTER ARE NOT SIGNIFICANTLY DIFFERENT. 
TUKEY GROUPING MEAN N METHOD 
A 3.58818 1400 R01 
A 
A 3.58805 1400 T01 
A 
A 3.56211 1400 SOl 
B 3.09355 1400 T05 
B 
B 3.09191 1400 R05 
B 
B 3.07377 1400 S05 
C 2.73549 1400 R10 
C 
C 2.69071 1400 R15 
C 
C 2.66443 1400 RSS 
C 
C 2.65832 1400 T10 
C 
C 2.65666 1400 S10 
D 2.50019 1400 SIC 
D 
E D 2.47082 1400 T15 
E D 
E D 2.46749 1400 RSQ 
E D 
E D G 2.45244 1400 515 
E G 
E F G 2.41031 1400 AIC 
F G 
F G 2.40678 1400 PC 
F G 
F G 2.40181 1400 SSC 
F G 
F G 2.39342 1400 GMS 
F G 
F G 2.39342 1400 SP 
F 
F 2.38558 1400 CP 
F 





nIp class 3 
nip class 3 (n=12, p=20) MEAN VALUES 
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
I SEB I SPE I NSP I HITS I # OF VARS 
1------------+------------+------------+------------+------------
I MEAN I MEAN I MEAN I MEAN I MEAN 
-------------------------------+------------+------------+------------+------------+------------
APPROACH I METHOD I I I I I 
---------------+---------------1 I I I I 
STEPWISE IRSS I 86.041 72.361 18.561 0.161 3.32 
1---------------+------------+------------+------------+------------+------------
IS01 I 62.191 52.621 42.401 0.181 1.21 
1---------------+------------+------------+------------+------------+------------
IS05 I 79.251 70.111 21.131 0.121 2.99 
1---------------+------------+------------+------------+------------+------------
IS10 I 90.071 72.75[ 16.401 0.051 4.90 
1---------------+------------+------------+------------+------------+------------
ISIS I 106.121 92.851 15.491 0.011 6.66 
---------------+---------------+------------+------------+------------+------------+------------
TWO-STAGE IR01 I 61.761 52.261 42.891 0.171 1.19 
1---------------+------------+------------+------------+------------+------------
IR05 1 75.131 67.411 24.081 0.121 2.69 
1---------------+------------+------------+------------+------------+------------1 
IR10 I 79.281 69.011 21.031 0.061 3.551 
1---------------+------------+------------+------------+------------+------------\ 
IRIS I 78.381 68.791 20.281 0.051 3.751 
1---------------+------------+------------+------------+------------+------------1 
IT01 1 61.741 52.221 42.901 0.171 1.191 
1---------------+------------+------------+------------+------------+------------1 
IT05 1 76.321 68.151 23.771 0.121 2.761 
1---------------+------------+------------+------------+------------+------------1 
IT10 J 83.641 70.071 19.701 0.051 4.121 
1---------------+------------+------------+------------+------------+------------1 




In(SEB) nip class 3 (n=12, p=20) 
REPEATED MEASURES ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE 
TESTS OF HYPOTHESES FOR BETWEEN SUBJECTS EFFECTS 
SOURCE OF SUM OF SQUARES 
NBETA 1 30447.69512092 
CORMAT(NBETA) 5 712.74849554 
ERRVAR 1 2218.31867535 
NBETA*ERRVAR 1 3067.92434777 
CORMAT*ERRVAR(NBETA) 5 69.82346436 
ERROR 1386 647.67728094 
UNIVARIATE TESTS OF HYPOTHESES FOR WITHIN SUBJECT EFFECTS 
SOURCE DF SUM OF SQUARES 
METHOD 12 391.96455702 
METHOD*NBETA 12 118.89806600 
METHOD * COR MAT (NBETA) 60 84.81924262 
METHOD*ERRVAR 12 42.48482386 
METHOD*NBETA*ERRVAR 12 22.86011834 
METHOD *CORMAT * ERRVAR (NBETA) 60 60.28090803 
ERROR (METHOD) 16632 7038.40311166 
GREENHOUSE-GEISSER EPSILON 0.9744 




































PR > F 










In(SEB) nip class 3 (n=12, p=20) 
TUKEY'S STUDENTIZED RANGE TEST FOR VARIABLE: In(SEB) 
ALPHA=O.05 DF=18180 MSE=0.423184 
CRITICAL VALUE OF STUDENTIZED RANGE=4.686 
MINIMUM SIGNIFICANT DIFFERENCE=.08147 
MEANS WITH THE SAME LETTER ARE NOT SIGNIFICANTLY DIFFERENT. 
TUKEY GROUPING MEAN N METHOD 
A 3.92065 1400 S15 
B 3.78082 1400 S10 
B 
B 3.77187 1400 T15 
B 
C B 3.71403 1400 T10 
C 
C D 3.64186 1400 RIO 
C D 
C D 3.63925 1400 R15 
C D 
C 0 3.63555 1400 RSS 
D 
D 3.59470 1400 S05 
D 
0 3.56687 1400 T05 
D 
D 3.55565 1400 R05 
E 3.43417 1400 ROI 
E 
E 3.43358 1400 T01 
E 




In(SPE) nip class 3 (n=12, p=20) 
REPEATED MEASURES ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE 
TESTS OF HYPOTHESES FOR BETWEEN SUBJECTS EFFECTS 
SOURCE OF SUM OF SQUARES 
NBETA 1 41157.27398032 
CORMAT(NBETA) 5 1440.42328671 
ERRVAR 1 1137.93793263 
NBETA*ERRVAR 1 2223.08461549 
CORMAT*ERRVAR(NBETA) 5 63.75085942 
ERROR 1386 414.90883575 
UNIVARIATE TESTS OF HYPOTHESES FOR WITHIN SUBJECT EFFECTS 
SOURCE DF SUM OF SQUARES 
METHOD 12 179.00251343 
METHOD*NBETA 12 99.35102516 
METHOD*CORMAT(NBETA) 60 62.65227697 
METHOD*ERRVAR 12 30.79210091 
METHOD*NBETA*ERRVAR 12 26.03339238 
METHOD *CORMAT* ERRVAR (NBETA) 60 98.84669894 
ERROR (METHOD) 16632 4841.32524289 
GREENHOUSE-GEISSER EPSILON 0.9828 











































PR > F 










In(SPE) nip class 3 ( n = 12 , p= 20 ) 
TUKEY'S STUDENTIZED RANGE TEST FOR VARIABLE: In(SPE) 
ALPHA=0.05 DF=18180 MSE=0.291084 
CRITICAL VALUE OF STUDENTIZED RANGE=4.686 
MINIMUM SIGNIFICANT DIFFERENCE=.06757 
MEANS WITH THE SAME LETTER ARE NOT SIGNIFICANTLY DIFFERENT. 
TUKEY GROUPING MEAN N METHOD 
A 3.41517 1400 S15 
A 
A 3.35385 1400 S10 
A 
A E 3.34419 1400 T15 
E 
B C E 3.31332 1400 TI0 
B C 
B C 3.28592 1400 RSS 
B C 
B C 3.28210 1400 RIO 
B C 
B C 3.28140 1400 R15 
B C 
B C 3.27362 1400 S05 
C 
C 3.24264 1400 T05 
C 
C 3.23402 1400 R05 
D 3.08446 1400 ROI 
D 
D 3.08387 1400 T01 
D 




In(NSP) nIp class 3 (n=12, p=20) 
REPEATED MEASURES ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE 
TESTS OF HYPOTHESES FOR BETWEEN SUBJECTS EFFECTS 
SOURCE OF SUM OF SQUARES 
NBETA 1 3278.16606884 
CORMAT(NBETA) 5 70.01861878 
ERRVAR 1 5148.19828672 
NBETA*ERRVAR 1 259.22611497 
CORMAT*ERRVAR(NBETA) 5 136.74243048 
ERROR 1386 300.65553134 
UNIVARIATE TESTS OF HYPOTHESES FOR WITHIN SUBJECT EFFECTS 
SOURCE OF SUM OF SQUARES 
METHOD 12 1011.36646069 
METHOD*NBETA 12 1119.98860835 
METHOD*CORMAT(NBETA) 60 138.30448043 
METHOD*ERRVAR 12 61.48618676 
METHOD*NBETA*ERRVAR 12 122.16568205 
METHOD*CORMAT*ERRVAR(NBETA) 60 202.46649815 
ERROR (METHOD) 16632 3525.47828343 
GREENHOUSE-GEISSER EPSILON 0.9800 















































In (NSP) nip class 3 (n=12, p=20) 
TUKEY'S STUDENTIZED RANGE TEST FOR VARIABLE: In(NSP) 
ALPHA=0.05 DF=18180 MSE=0.211969 
CRITICAL VALUE OF STUDENTIZED RANGE=4.686 
MINIMUM SIGNIFICANT DIFFERENCE=.05766 
MEANS WITH THE SAME LETTER ARE NOT SIGNIFICANTLY DIFFERENT. 
TUKEY GROUPING MEAN N METHOD 
A 3.31701 1400 R01 
A 
A 3.31674 1400 T01 
A 
A 3.30457 1400 SOl 
B 2.86462 1400 ROS 
B 
B 2.85554 1400 T05 
B 
C B 2.79512 1400 S05 
C 
C 0 2.74569 1400 RIO 
0 
0 2.72707 1400 R15 
0 
E 0 2.68817 1400 TI0 
E 0 
E 0 2.67886 1400 RSS 
E 
E F 2.65392 1400 T15 
F 
G F 2.60316 1400 S10 
G 






nip class 4 
nip class 4 (n=25, p=10) MEAN VALUES 
1 1 NUMBER OF 
I 1 VARIABLES 
I SEB 1 SPE 1 NSP 1 HITS I IN MODEL 
1------------+------------+------------+------------+------------
1 1 MEAN 1 MEAN I MEAN I MEAN 1 MEAN 
1-------------------------------+------------+------------+------------+------------+------------
1 APPROACH 1 METHOD 1 1 I 1 1 
1---------------+---------------1 1 I 1 1 
IALL POSSIBLE lAIC I 9.461 4.941 20.331 0.341 5.51 
1 1---------------+------------+------------+------------+------------+------------
1 IBIC 1 9.931 4.521 20.091 0.621 4.62 
I 1---------------+------------+------------+------------+------------+------------
1 ICP 1 9.281 4.721 20.101 0.431 5.19 
1 1---------------+------------+------------+------------+------------+------------1 
I IFST 1 15.921 5.821 21.481 0.681 4.121 
I 1---------------+------------+------------+------------+------------+------------1 
I 1 GMS I 9 . 33 1 4 . 77 I 20 . 20 1 0 . 40 I 5 . 23 1 
1---------------+------------+------------+------------+------------+------------1 
IPC 1 9.411 4.911 20.301 0.351 5.461 
1---------------+------------+------------+------------+------------+------------1 
IRSQ 1 29.601 8.501 24.211 0.591 3.971 
1---------------+------------+------------+------------+------------+------------1 
1 S Be I 9 . 00 I 4 . 53 I 20 . 04 I 0 . 52 1 4 . 95 1 
1---------------+------------+------------+------------+------------+------------1 
ISP 1 9.331 4.771 20.201 0.401 5.231 
---------------+---------------+------------+------------+------------+------------+------------1 
STEPWISE IRSS 1 29.861 8.621 24.241 0.591 3.771 
1---------------+------------+------------+------------+------------+------------1 
IS01 1 48.491 37.521 53.511 0.571 2.711 
1---------------+------------+------------+------------+------------+------------1 
IS05 1 10.461 4.431 19.881 0.701 4.401 
1---------------+------------+------------+------------+------------+------------1 
IS10 I 8.831 4.411 19.711 0.591 4.761 
1---------------+------------+------------+------------+------------+------------1 





In(SEB) nip class 4 (n=25, p=10) 
REPEATED MEASURES ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE 
TESTS OF HYPOTHESES FOR BETWEEN SUBJECTS EFFECTS 
SOURCE DF SUM OF SQUARES 
NBETA 1 1994.99438143 
CORMAT(NBETA) 5 2888.25501717 
ERRVAR 1 6532.89945972 
NBETA*ERRVAR 1 2.90648989 
CORMAT*ERRVAR(NBETA) 5 238.49469413 
ERROR 1386 1212.56827399 
UNIVARIATE TESTS OF HYPOTHESES FOR WITHIN SUBJECT EFFECTS 
SOURCE DF SUM OF SQUARES 
METHOD 13 807.29764313 
METHOD*NBETA 13 2103.77630891 
METHOD*CORMAT(NBETA) 65 3385.51016330 
METHOD*ERRVAR 13 111.23683864 
METHOD*NBETA*ERRVAR 13 130.66143465 
METHOD *CORMAT * ERRVAR (NBETA) 65 690.35494203 
ERROR (METHOD) 18018 9459.38846173 
GREENHOUSE-GEISSER EPSILON 0.9498 





























ADJ PR > F 
PR > F G-G H-F 
0.0 0.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 
0.0001 0.0001 0.0001 
0.0 0.0 0.0 




In(SEB) nIp class 4 (n=25, p=10) 
TUKEY'S STUDENTIZED RANGE TEST FOR VARIABLE: In(SEB) 
ALPHA=0.05 DF=19579 MSE=O.524996 
CRITICAL VALUE OF STUDENTIZED RANGE=4.743 
MINIMUM SIGNIFICANT DIFFERENCE=.09185 
MEANS WITH THE SAME LETTER ARE NOT SIGNIFICANTLY DIFFERENT. 
TUKEY GROUPING MEAN N METHOD 
A 2.49930 1400 SOl 
B 2.18775 1400 RSS 
B 
B 2.17502 1400 RSQ 
C 1.85318 1400 AIC 
C 
C 1.84410 1400 PC 
C 
0 C 1.80197 1400 GMS 
0 C 
D C 1.80197 1400 SP 
0 C 
0 C 1.79537 1400 FST 
D C 
D c 1.77994 1400 CP 
0 C 
0 C E 1.74634 1400 S15 
D E 
D F E 1.71790 1400 SBC 
F E 
F E 1.67828 1400 BIC 
F E 
F E 1.67647 1400 510 
F 




In(SPE) nIp class 4 (n=25, p=10) 
REPEATED MEASURES ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE 
TESTS OF HYPOTHESES FOR BETWEEN SUBJECTS EFFECTS 
SOURCE DF SUM OF SQUARES 
NBETA 1 1216.83903081 
CORMAT(NBETA) 5 193.86798173 
ERRVAR 1 5116.48590242 
NBETA*ERRVAR 1 3.97865547 
CORMAT*ERRVAR(NBETA) 5 51.02356421 
ERROR 1386 715.84215541 
UNIVARIATE TESTS OF HYPOTHESES FOR WITHIN SUBJECT EFFECTS 
SOURCE DF SUM OF SQUARES 
METHOD 13 600.56544195 
METHOD*NBETA 13 1540.25673184 
METHOD*CORMAT(NBETA) 65 2183.43786440 
METHOD*ERRVAR 13 34.74728635 
METHOD*NBETA*ERRVAR 13 67.07537269 
METHOD*CORMAT*ERRVAR(NBETA) 65 393.78756175 
ERROR (METHOD) 18018 5920.08657214 
GREENHOUSE-GEISSER EPSILON 0.8594 














































In(SPE) nip class 4 (n=25, p=10) 
TUKEY'S STUDENTIZED RANGE TEST FOR VARIABLE: In(SPE) 
ALPHA=0.05 DF=19579 MSE=0.328565 
CRITICAL VALUE OF STUDENTIZED RANGE=4.743 
MINIMUM SIGNIFICANT DIFFERENCE=.07266 
MEANS WITH THE SAME LETTER ARE NOT SIGNIFICANTLY DIFFERENT. 
TUKEY GROUPING MEAN N METHOD 
A 2.15439 1400 SOl 
B 1.67146 1400 RSS 
B 
B 1.66502 1400 RSQ 
C 1.49421 1400 AIC 
C 
D C 1.48936 1400 PC 
D C 
D C E 1.46081 1400 SP 
D C E 
D C E 1.46081 1400 GMS 
D C E 
0 F C E 1.44389 1400 CP 
0 F C E 
D F C E 1.43585 1400 S15 
F E 
F E 1.40934 1400 FST 
F E 
F G E 1.39914 1400 SBC 
F G E 
F G E 1.37299 1400 S10 
G 
G 1.36515 1400 BIC 
G 




In(NSP) nip class 4 (n=25, p=10) 
REPEATED MEASURES ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE 
TESTS OF HYPOTHESES FOR BETWEEN SUBJECTS EFFECTS 
SOURCE OF SUM OF SQUARES MEAN SQUARE 
NBETA 1 152.56779969 152.56779969 
CORMAT(NBETA) 5 26.26803197 5.25360639 
ERRVAR 1 8049.99798300 8049.99798300 
NBETA*ERRVAR 1 4.27993088 4.27993088 
CORMAT*ERRVAR(NBETA) 5 3.60362798 0.72072560 
ERROR 1386 245.59464763 0.17719672 
UNIVARIATE TESTS OF HYPOTHESES FOR WITHIN SUBJECT EFFECTS 
SOURCE DF SUM OF SQUARES MEAN SQUARE F VALUE 
METHOD 13 294.54762921 22.65750994 253.94 
METHOD*NBETA 13 370.32459889 28.48650761 319.27 
METHOD*CORMAT(NBETA) 65 764.06773300 11.75488820 131.74 
METHOD*ERRVAR 13 17.26061642 1.32773972 14.88 
METHOD*NBETA*ERRVAR 13 28.38926291 2.18378945 24.48 
METHOD *CORMAT* ERRVAR (NBETA) 65 174.16359629 2.67943994 30.03 
ERROR (METHOD) 18018 1607.65065220 0.08922470 
GREENHOUSE-GEISSER EPSILON 0.6705 
HUYNH-FELDT EPSILON 0.6815 






ADJ PR > F 
PR > F G-G H-F 
0.0 0.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 
0.0001 0.0001 0.0001 
0.0 0.0 0.0 




In(NSP) nIp class 4 (n=25, p=10) 
TUKEY'S STUDENTIZED RANGE TEST FOR VARIABLE: In(NSP) 
ALPHA=0.05 DF=19579 MSE=0.089224 
CRITICAL VALUE OF STUDENTIZED RANGE=4.743 
MINIMUM SIGNIFICANT DIFFERENCE=.03786 
MEANS WITH THE SAME LETTER ARE NOT SIGNIFICANTLY DIFFERENT. 
TUKEY GROUPING MEAN N METHOD 
A 3.32221 1400 SOl 
B 2.97013 1400 RSS 
B 
B 2.96921 1400 R5Q 
C 2.82790 1400 F5T 
C 
C 2.82099 1400 AIC 
C 
C 2.81934 1400 PC 
C 
C 2.81368 1400 GMS 
C 
C 2.81368 1400 SP 
C 
C 2.80801 1400 CP 
C 
C 2.80383 1400 SBC 
C 
C 2.80307 1400 515 
C 
C 2.79754 1400 BIC 
C 
C 2.78939 1400 510 
C 






nIp class 5 
nip class 5 (n=25, p=20) MEAN VALUES 
I I SEB I SPE I NSP. I HITS I 41= OF VARS I 
1-------------------------------+------------+------------+------------+------------+------------1 
IALL POSSIBLE lAIC I 53.531 11.541 27.551 0.011 12.331 
I 1---------------+------------+------------+------------+------------+------------1 
I IBIC I 18.321 6.811 22.641 0.391 5.391 
I 1---------------+------------+------------+------------+------------+------------1 
I ICP I 32.361 9.061 24.941 0.131 7.711 
I 1---------------+------------+------------+------------+------------+------------1 
I IFST I 29.851 8.221 24.071 0.391 5.911 
I 1---------------+------------+------------+------------+------------+------------1 
IGMS I 36.861 10.001 25.851 0.051 9.081 
1---------------+------------+------------+------------+------------+------------1 
IPC I 47.511 11.131 27.041 0.011 11.061 
1---------------+------------+------------+------------+------------+------------1 
IRSQ I 33.641 9.741 25.501 0.521 4.231 
1---------------+------------+------------+------------+------------+------------1 
ISBC I 40.321 9.901 25.851 0.091 9.331 
1---------------+------------+------------+------------+------------+------------1 
ISP I 36.861 10.001 25.851 0.051 9.081 
---------------+---------------+------------+------------+------------+------------+------------1 
STEPWISE jRSS j 32.591 9.891 25.521 0.511 3.881 
1---------------+------------+------------+------------+------------+------------1 
1501 I 49.981 37.921 53.871 0.521 2.761 
1---------------+------------+------------+------------+------------+------------1 
1505 I 15.751 6.151 21.701 0.441 4.901 
1---------------+------------+------------+------------+------------+------------1 
1510 1 16.961 7.111 22.671 0.231 5.951 
1---------------+------------+------------+------------+------------+------------1 
1515 1 19.601 8.001 23.581 0.131 6.931 
---------------+---------------+------------+------------+------------+------------+------------1 
TWO-STAGE IR01 I 49.671 37.851 53.841 0.521 2.751 
/ 1---------------+------------+------------+------------+------------+------------1 
I IR05 1 15.331 6.041 21.681 0.451 4.861 
I 1---------------+------------+------------+------------+------------+------------1 
I IR10 I 16.041 6.861 22.531 0.261 5.771 
I 1---------------+------------+------------+------------+------------+------------1 
I IR15 I 15.991 6.901 22.561 0.251 5.861 
I 1---------------+------------+------------+------------+------------+------------/ 
I IT01 1 68.871 37.961 53.921 0.521 2.751 
I /---------------+------------+------------+------------+------------+------------1 
I IT05 I 37.341 6.161 21.771 0.451 4.851 
I 1---------------+------------+------------+------------+------------+------------1 
I IT10 I 30.591 15.521 31.201 0.101 5.131 
I 1---------------+------------+------------+------------+------------+------------/ 




In(SEB) nip class 5 (n=25, p=20) 
REPEATED MEASURES ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE 
TESTS OF HYPOTHESES FOR BETWEEN SUBJECTS EFFECTS 
SOURCE DF SUM OF SQUARES 
NBETA 1 7004.97580082 
CORMAT(NBETA) 5 3249.08995670 
ERRVAR 1 12315.97464730 
NBETA*ERRVAR 1 23.76667548 
CORMAT*ERRVAR(NBETA) 5 301.73690231 
ERROR 1386 1220.07865609 
UNIVARIATE TESTS OF HYPOTHESES FOR WITHIN SUBJECT EFFECTS 
SOURCE DF SUM OF SQUARES 
METHOD 21 5160.36886177 
METHOD*NBETA 21 5145.30825697 
METHOD*CORMAT(NBETA) 105 5528.66325005 
METHOD*ERRVAR 21 367.90910555 
METHOD*NBETA*ERRVAR 21 533.25475633 
METHOD*CORMAT*ERRVAR(NBETA) 105 1306.72809389 
ERROR (METHOD) 29106 21081.06022318 
GREENHOUSE-GEISSER EPSILON 0.9307 















































nip class 5 (n=25, p=20) TOKEY'S STODENTIZED RANGE TEST FOR VARIABLE: In(SEB) 
ALPHA=0.05 DF=30771 MSE=.7242857 CRITICAL VALUE OF STUDENTIZED RANGE=5.082 











































































2.56900 1400 SOl 
2.55446 1400 R01 
2.54440 1400 T05 
2.44110 1400 S15 
2.37273 1400 FST 
2.35308 1400 RSQ 
2.33818 1400 RSS 
2.24796 1400 s10 
2.19133 1400 R15 
2.18425 1400 R10 
2.14807 1400 BIC 
1.97736 1400 S05 
1.95342 1400 R05 ~ 
~ 
~ 
In(SPE) nIp class 5 (n=25, p=20) 
REPEATED MEASURES ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE 
TESTS OF HYPOTHESES FOR BETWEEN SUBJECTS EFFECTS 
SOURCE DF SUM OF SQUARES 
NBETA 1 3106.23709223 
CORMAT (NBETA) 5 231.96025955 
ERRVAR 1 9929.37631188 
NBETA*ERRVAR 1 2.21339245 
CORMAT*ERRVAR(NBETA) 5 150.76093960 
ERROR 1386 623.47085825 
UNIVARIATE TESTS OF HYPOTHESES FOR WITHIN SUBJECT EFFECTS 
SOURCE DF SUM OF SQUARES 
METHOD 21 2088.14892415 
METHOD*NBETA 21 3806.62093595 
METHOD*CORMAT(NBETA) 105 4186.19408795 
METHOD*ERRVAR 21 118.27003774 
METHOD*NBETA*ERRVAR 21 226.74938069 
METHOD*CORMAT*ERRVAR(NBETA) 105 803.28574626 
ERROR (METHOD) 29106 10934.32981962 
GREENHOUSE-GEISSER EPSILON 0.8062 















































nip class 5 (n=25, p=20) TUKEY'S STUDENTIZED RANGE TEST FOR VARIABLE: In(SPE) 
ALPHA=0.05 DF=30771 MSE=0.375672 CRITICAL VALUE OF STUDENTIZED RANGE=5.082 




































































2.27847 1400 AIC 
2.23734 1400 PC 
2.20186 1400 T01 
2.20158 1400 SOl 
2.19364 1400 R01 
2.11447 1400 SP 
2.11447 1400 GMS 
2.06866 1400 SBC 
1.97006 1400 CP 
1.89707 1400 S15 
1.79314 1400 RSS 
1.79262 1400 RSQ 
1.76976 1400 S10 
1.73596 1400 R15 
1.72808 1400 RIO 
1.71447 1400 FST 
1.67870 1400 BIC 
1.56030 1400 505 
1.55399 1400 T05 
1.54565 1400 R05 ~ 
~ 
\D 
In(NSP) nip class 5 (n=25, p=20) 
REPEATED MEASURES ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE 
TESTS OF HYPOTHESES FOR BETWEEN SUBJECTS EFFECTS 
SOURCE DF SUM OF SQUARES 
NBETA 1 583.89344726 
CORMAT(NBETA) 5 128.51792037 
ERRVAR 1 12489.12239355 
NBETA*ERRVAR 1 25.85331483 
CORMAT*ERRVAR(NBETA) 5 37.43507820 
ERROR 1386 216.23462737 
UNIVARIATE TESTS OF HYPOTHESES FOR WITHIN SUBJECT EFFECTS 
SOURCE DF SUM OF SQUARES 
METHOD 21 603.12145076 
METHOD*NBETA 21 979.27420456 
METHOD*CORMAT(NBETA) 105 1705.63501722 
METHOD*ERRVAR 21 66.63350192 
METHOD*NBETA*ERRVAR 21 87.35850691 
METHOD*CORMAT*ERRVAR(NBETA) 105 371.20853436 
ERROR (METHOD) 29106 3407.09765156 
GREENHOUSE-GEISSER EPSILON 0.6851 















































nip class 5 (n=25, p=20) TUKEY'S STUDENTIZED RANGE TEST FOR VARIABLE: In(NSP) 
ALPHA=0.05 DF=30771 MSE=0.117058 CRITICAL VALUE OF STUDENTIZED RANGE=5.082 











































































3.10622 1400 AlC 
3.08785 1400 PC 
3.04138 1400 GMS 
3.04138 1400 SP 
3.03874 1400 SBC 
3.00312 1400 RSQ 
3.00288 1400 RSS 
2.99955 1400 CP 
2.95731 1400 S15 
2.93624 1400 FST 
2.91664 1400 S10 
2.90969 1400 R15 
2.90822 1400 R10 
2.89739 1400 BIC 
2.86290 1400 S05 
2.86205 1400 T05 






nIp class 6 
nip class 6 (n=25, p=50) MEAN VALUES 
I SEB 1 SPE I NSP 1 HITS 1 # OF VARS 1 
1------------+------------+------------+------------+------------1 
I I MEAN 1 MEAN I MEAN I MEAN 1 MEAN I 
1-------------------------------+------------+------------+------------+------------+------------1 
I APPROACH I METHOD I I 1 I I I 
1---------------+---------------1 I I I I I 
ISTEPWISE IRSS I 107.491 47.811 64.331 0.241 3.101 
1 1---------------+------------+------------+------------+------------+------------1 
I IS01 I 108.841 34.971 50.901 0.341 2.891 
I 1---------------+------------+------------+------------+------------+------------1 
I 1505 I 87.671 13.88/ 29.601 0.081 7.441 
I 1---------------+------------+------------+------------+------------+------------j 
I 1510 I 102.991 14.161 29.991 0.001 14.701 
I 1---------------+------------+------------+------------+------------+------------1 
I ISIS I 118.981 15.261 31.111 0.001 21.231 
1---------------+---------------+------------+------------+------------+------------+------------1 
I TWO-STAGE IR01 I 88.901 36.431 52.501 0.361 2.831 
I 1---------------+------------+------------+------------+------------+------------1 
I IROS I 66.271 13.601 29.511 0.101 6.871 
I 1---------------+------------+------------+------------+------------+------------1 
I IR10 I 66.841 13.571 29.461 0.021 9.331 
1 1---------------+------------+------------+------------+------------+------------1 
1 IRIS I 65.841 13.621 29.581 0.011 10.011 
1 1---------------+------------+------------+------------+------------+------------1 
I IT01 I 91.551 35.801 51.901 0.361 2.851 
I 1---------------+------------+------------+------------+------------+------------1 
I IT05 1 68.741 13.571 29.331 0.091 7.051 
I 1---------------+------------+------------+------------+------------+------------1 
I IT10 I 74.091 13.771 29.571 0.011 10.771 
1 1---------------+------------+------------+------------+------------+------------1 




In (SEB) nip class 6 (n=25, p=50) 
REPEATED MEASURES ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE 
TESTS OF HYPOTHESES FOR BETWEEN SUBJECTS EFFECTS 
SOURCE DF SUM OF SQUARES 
NBETA 1 7931.41857418 
CORMAT(NBETA) 5 3285.23244113 
ERRVAR 1 7485.84764931 
NBETA*ERRVAR 1 0.39585055 
CORMAT*ERRVAR(NBETA) 5 2090.36202353 
ERROR 1386 1106.47038934 
UNIVARIATE TESTS OF HYPOTHESES FOR WITHIN SUBJECT EFFECTS 
SOURCE DF SUM OF SQUARES 
METHOD 12 2621.68327308 
METHOD*NBETA 12 3152.53279436 
METHOD*CORMAT(NBETA) 60 2079.87806180 
METHOD*ERRVAR 12 123.59537828 
METHOD*NBETA*ERRVAR 12 253.65409109 
METHOD *CORMAT * ERRVAR (NBETA) 60 2736.56414673 
ERROR (METHOD) 16632 12490.57008051 
GREENHOUSE-GEISSER EPSILON 0.9404 





























ADJ PR > F 
PR > F G-G H-F 
0.0 0.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 
0.0001 0.0001 0.0001 
0.0 0.0 0.0 




In(SEB) nip class 6 (n=2S, p=SO) 
TUKEY'S STUDENTIZED RANGE TEST FOR VARIABLE: In(SEB) 
ALPHA=O.OS DF=18180 MSE=.7509963 
CRITICAL VALUE OF STUDENTIZED RANGE=4.686 
MINIMUM SIGNIFICANT DIFFERENCE=.10853 
MEANS WITH THE SAME LETTER ARE NOT SIGNIFICANTLY DIFFERENT. 
TUKEY GROUPING MEAN N METHOD 
A 4.27139 1400 S15 
B 4.00619 1400 S10 
B 
B 3.92459 1400 RSS 
C 3.70148 1400 501 
C 
C 3.69882 1400 T15 
C 
D C 3.60924 1400 505 
D 
D 3.55801 1400 T10 
E 3.42794 1400 R15 
E 
E 3.40833 1400 RIO 
F 3.18469 1400 TOS 
F 
F 3.14785 1400 ROS 
F 
F 3.14548 1400 T01 
F 




In(SPE) nip class 6 (n=25, p=50) 
REPEATED MEASURES ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE 
TESTS OF HYPOTHESES FOR BETWEEN SUBJECTS EFFECTS 
SOURCE OF SUM OF SQUARES 
NBETA 1 3680.25009846 
CORMAT(NBETA) 5 918.33697663 
ERRVAR 1 6262.99852579 
NBETA*ERRVAR 1 17.79785542 
CORMAT * ERRVAR (NBETA) 5 196.57946999 
ERROR 1386 470.94589975 
UNIVARIATE TESTS OF HYPOTHESES FOR WITHIN SUBJECT EFFECTS 
SOURCE OF SUM OF SQUARES 
METHOD 12 295.68861311 
METHOD*NBETA 12 4260.52408128 
METHOD*CORMAT(NBETA) 60 1893.17047816 
ME THOO*ERRVAR 12 63.47435538 
METHOD*NBETA*ERRVAR 12 319.21287502 
METHOD*CORMAT*ERRVAR(NBETA) 60 443.05774558 
ERROR (METHOD) 16632 5345.94233805 
GREENHOUSE-GEISSER EPSILON 0.7567 






















ADJ PR > F 
PR > F G-G H-F 
0.0 0.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 
0.0001 0.0001 0.0001 
0.0 0.0 0.0 




In (SPE) nip class 6 (n=25, p=50) 
TUKEY'S STUDENTIZED RANGE TEST FOR VARIABLE: In(SPE) 
ALPHA=0.05 DF=18180 MSE=0.321425 
CRITICAL VALUE OF STUDENTIZED RANGE=4.686 
MINIMUM SIGNIFICANT DIFFERENCE=.07100 
MEANS WITH THE SAME LETTER ARE NOT SIGNIFICANTLY DIFFERENT. 
TUKEY GROUPING MEAN N METHOD 
A 2.84755 1400 RSS 
B 2.56112 1400 S15 
B 
C B 2.50831 1400 SOl 
C B 
C B D 2.49596 1400 T15 
C B D 
C B D 2.48980 1400 T01 
C B 0 
C B D 2.47678 1400 R01 
C B D 
C B 0 2.46994 1400 S10 
C D 
C D 2.43481 1400 TI0 
c D 
C D 2.41194 1400 R15 
0 
0 2.39924 1400 RIO 
F 2.29465 1400 S05 
F 
F 2.26654 1400 T05 
F 




In(NSP) nip class 6 (n=25, p=50) 
REPEATED MEASURES ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE 
TESTS OF HYPOTHESES FOR BETWEEN SUBJECTS EFFECTS 
SOURCE DF SUM OF SQUARES 
NBETA 1 927.34869740 
CORMAT(NBETA) 5 412.82733037 
ERRVAR 1 6983.71185080 
NBETA*ERRVAR 1 46.03988259 
CORMAT*ERRVAR(NBETA) 5 91.94648398 
ERROR 1386 191.69438415 
UNIVARIATE TESTS OF HYPOTHESES FOR WITHIN SUBJECT EFFECTS 
SOURCE DF SUM OF SQUARES 
METHOD 12 325.15712516 
METHOD*NBETA 12 1216.03117352 
METHOD*CORMAT(NBETA) 60 963.85414456 
ME THOD *ERRVAR 12 77.03802712 
METHOD*NBETA*ERRVAR 12 148.79555907 
METHOD*CORMAT*ERRVAR(NBETA) 60 231.90169157 
ERROR (METHOD) 16632 2134.56998719 
GREENHOUSE-GEISSER EPSILON 0.8275 















































In(NSP) nip class 6 (n=25, p=50) 
TUKEY'S STUDENTIZED RANGE TEST FOR VARIABLE: In(NSP) 
ALPHA=0.05 DF=18180 MSE=0.128341 
CRITICAL VALUE OF STUDENTIZED RANGE=4.686 
MINIMUM SIGNIFICANT DIFFERENCE=.04486 
MEANS WITH THE SAME LETTER ARE NOT SIGNIFICANTLY DIFFERENT. 
TUKEY GROUPING MEAN N METHOD 
A 3.65518 1400 RSS 
B 3.45514 1400 501 
B 
B 3.45134 1400 T01 
B 
B 3.44673 1400 ROI 
C 3.22776 1400 515 
C 
C 3.19558 1400 T15 
C 
C 3.18928 1400 510 
C 
D C 3.17358 1400 TI0 
0 C 
0 C 3.16907 1400 R15 
0 C 
D C 3.16493 1400 RIO 
D 
0 3.14912 1400 S05 
D 
D 3.14206 1400 ROS 
D 
D 3.13912 1400 T05 
~ 
N 
\0 
